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EDITORIAL PREFACE
The International Journal of Image Processing (IJIP) is an effective medium for interchange of
high quality theoretical and applied research in the Image Processing domain from theoretical
research to application development. This is the Fourth Issue of Volume Seven of IJIP. The
Journal is published bi-monthly, with papers being peer reviewed to high international
standards. IJIP emphasizes on efficient and effective image technologies, and provides a central
for a deeper understanding in the discipline by encouraging the quantitative comparison and
performance evaluation of the emerging components of image processing. IJIP comprehensively
cover the system, processing and application aspects of image processing. Some of the
important topics are architecture of imaging and vision systems, chemical and spectral
sensitization, coding and transmission, generation and display, image processing: coding
analysis and recognition, photopolymers, visual inspection etc.
The initial efforts helped to shape the editorial policy and to sharpen the focus of the journal.
Starting with volume 7, 2013, IJIP appears in more focused issues. Besides normal publications,
IJIP intends to organize special issues on more focused topics. Each special issue will have a
designated editor (editors) – either member of the editorial board or another recognized specialist
in the respective field.
IJIP gives an opportunity to scientists, researchers, engineers and vendors from different
disciplines of image processing to share the ideas, identify problems, investigate relevant issues,
share common interests, explore new approaches, and initiate possible collaborative research
and system development. This journal is helpful for the researchers and R&D engineers,
scientists all those persons who are involve in image processing in any shape.
Highly professional scholars give their efforts, valuable time, expertise and motivation to IJIP as
Editorial board members. All submissions are evaluated by the International Editorial Board. The
International Editorial Board ensures that significant developments in image processing from
around the world are reflected in the IJIP publications.
IJIP editors understand that how much it is important for authors and researchers to have their
work published with a minimum delay after submission of their papers. They also strongly believe
that the direct communication between the editors and authors are important for the welfare,
quality and wellbeing of the Journal and its readers. Therefore, all activities from paper
submission to paper publication are controlled through electronic systems that include electronic
submission, editorial panel and review system that ensures rapid decision with least delays in the
publication processes.
To build its international reputation, we are disseminating the publication information through
Google Books, Google Scholar, Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ), Open J Gate,
ScientificCommons, Docstoc and many more. Our International Editors are working on
establishing ISI listing and a good impact factor for IJIP. We would like to remind you that the
success of our journal depends directly on the number of quality articles submitted for review.
Accordingly, we would like to request your participation by submitting quality manuscripts for
review and encouraging your colleagues to submit quality manuscripts for review. One of the
great benefits we can provide to our prospective authors is the mentoring nature of our review
process. IJIP provides authors with high quality, helpful reviews that are shaped to assist authors
in improving their manuscripts.
Editorial Board Members
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Abstract
Reproducing skin colors pleasingly is essential for photographic color reproduction. Moving skin
colors toward their preferred skin color center improves the skin color preference. Two main
factors to successfully enhance skin colors are: a method to detect skin colors effectively and a
method to morph skin colors toward a preferred skin color region properly. This paper starts with
introducing a method to enhance skin colors using a static skin color detection model. It
significantly improves the color preference for skin colors that are not far off from regular skin
tones. To enhance a greater range of skin tones effectively, another method that automatically
adapts the skin color detection model to the skin tone of each individual image is proposed. It not
only enhances skin colors effectively, but also adjusts the overall image colors to produce more
accurate white balance on the image.
Keywords: Skin Color Enhancement, Image Enhancement, Skin Tone, Preferred Color, Memory
Color, Skin Color Model.

1. INTRODUCTION
Preferred color rendering is essential for enhancing the perceived image quality of photographic
images. Previous research efforts for preferred color reproduction may be traced back to more
than half a century ago. It has been reported that people prefer to see an image in which the
color appearance of a familiar object agrees with its memory color rather than with the actual
colorimetric content of the original scene, and certain memory colors such as skin, grass, and sky
are preferred to be produced with slightly different hues and with greater purity [1]-[3]. Since the
color sensations evoked by a reproduction are compared with a mental recollection of the color
sensations previously experienced when looking at objects similar to the ones being appraised,
observers are able to rate the quality of an image without the original object presented [4]-[6].
Reproducing skin tones pleasingly is critical in preferred color reproduction. Moving skin colors
toward their preferred skin color center improves the color preference. Braun [7] proposed a
method for preferred skin color enhancement by squeezing the hue angles of skin colors toward a
preferred point over a limited chroma range while keeping chroma unchanged. The overall color
preference is improved even if skin colors of non-skin objects are modified. Because the chroma
is not adjusted, it does not enhance skin tones that are within the preferred hue range but are too
pale or too chromatic. Kim et al. [8] applied adaptive affine transform in Yu’v’ to enhance skin
color reproduction of video streams. Skin colors are defined within an ellipse, and preferred skin
colors are set in a smaller ellipse within the skin color ellipse. An input skin color is converted into
the preferred skin color by a linear transformation. Post-processing is required to fix contouring in
the skin color boundary. Park et al. [9] developed a method to optimize memory colors in YCbCr
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color space for the color reproduction on digital TV. The skin color distribution is modeled with a
bivariate Gaussian probability density function. The Mahalanobis distance is used to determine
the skin boundary. A smaller region within the center of the skin color ellipse is determined as the
preferred skin color region. Skin colors outside the small central color region are moved toward
this color region. Because the preferred skin color center is usually different from the skin color
distribution center, the skin color enhancement is not optimal. Xu and Pan [10] and Pan and Daly
[11] applied a sigma filter to decompose an image into a primary image and a residue image.
The primary image generated from a sigma filter contains limited details but maintains sharp
edges, and the residue image contains details/noises/artifacts but relatively few sharp edges. To
avoid amplifying noise and artifacts, the residue image that contains noise and artifacts are not
modified. Skin colors in the primary image are adjusted and mapped from sRGB to an LCD
display color space.
In all of these approaches, skin color models to detect skin pixels or face pixels are generated
from statistical analysis of a larger number of images, and skin detection models are not adapted
to different images in which skin tones may be shifted far away from the statistical skin center. If
the skin color distribution of an image is far off from the general statistical skin color distribution
(e.g. skin colors are very pale or over-saturated, or skin colors are shifted to very pinkish or very
yellowish direction), skin colors may not be detected or probabilities of skin colors may be very
low. Thus skin colors may not be adjusted or the adjustment may be insufficient. Increasing the
skin color range of a skin color model enables the model to capture more skin tones, but the false
detection rate is increased as well. Face feature detections may be applied to resolve the
problem [12].
The skin color modeling and skin color preference were comprehensively studied by the authors
for preferred skin color reproduction [13]. A skin color model that is trained with a large number
of images is applied to detect skin colors. The detected skin colors are morphed toward a
preferred skin color center. Although the method improves the skin color preference, it is not
effective in enhancing low quality images in which skin tones are very different from normal skin
tones. To enhance skin colors more effectively, an image-dependent skin color model is
developed to detect skin colors. The method results in more effective and more accurate skin
color detection and leads to more effective skin color enhancement.
The rest of the paper is organized as below: the skin color modeling is briefly introduced in the
following section; preferred skin color regions for skin color enhancement is briefly described in
Section 3; a skin color enhancement method based on a static skin color model is presented in
Section 4; skin color enhancement using image-dependent skin color modeling is presented in
Section 5; a new skin color morphing method is presented in Section 6; Section 7 briefly
describes experimental result; and the last section is the conclusion.

2. SKIN COLOR MODELING
The cluster of skin colors may be approximated with an elliptical shape [14]-[15]. An elliptical
model is applied for baseline skin color detection. Let X1, …, Xn be the distinctive colors of a
training data set and f(Xi) (i=1, …, n) be the occurrence counts of a color, Xi. An elliptical
boundary model is defined as
Φ ( X ) = [ X − Ψ ] Λ−1[X − Ψ ]
T

(1)

where Ψ is the elliptical center, and Λ is the covariance matrix.
Given a threshold ρ and an input color X of a pixel, X is classified as a skin color if Φ(X) < ρ and
as a non-skin color otherwise. The threshold ρ trades off correct detections by false detections.
As ρ increases, the correct detection rate increases, but the false detection rate increases as
well. Φ(X) = ρ defines an elliptical boundary between skin and non-skin colors. The elliptical
center is given by ψ and the principal axes are determined by Λ.
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A 3-D modeling of skin colors using an ellipsoid function can be written as:
Φ ( x, y , z ) =
u 0 (x - x 0 ) 2 + u 1 (x - x 0) )( y − y 0 ) + u 2 (y - y 0 ) 2 +
u 3 ( x − x 0 )( z − z 0 ) + u 4 ( y − y 0 )( z − z 0 ) + u 5 (z - z 0 )

(2)
2

A 2-D modeling of skin colors in chrominance space (x, y) ignoring the lightness axis is expressed
with an ellipse function:
Φ( x, y) = u 0 (x - x 0 ) 2 + u1 (x - x 0) )( y − y0 ) + u2 (y - y0 ) 2

(3)

To improve the accuracy of 2-D modeling, the ellipse model may be trained on a serial of
lightness buckets to formulate a lightness-dependent ellipse model.

3. PREFERRED SKIN COLOR REGION
It is generally agreed that preferred skin colors are different from actual skin colors and preferred
skin colors are within a smaller region of skin colors. While some reports conclude that preferred
skin colors are not significantly different among observers with different culture backgrounds,
others indicate that they are statistically different for preferred color reproduction [16]-[21]. In
order to have a better understanding of skin color preference of digital photographic images, skin
color preferences of different ethnic skin tones judged by mixed ethnic groups and by each of
unique culture backgrounds were studied by the authors [22]-[23]. The psychophysical
experimental results of the skin tone preference by ethnicity (the preferred African skin tone
judged by Africans, the preferred Caucasian skin tone judged by Caucasians, and the preferred
Oriental skin tone judged by Orientals) in CIELAB a*-b* coordinates with the D50 adapted white
are shown in Figure 1. The orange, black, and green ellipses are the preferred skin color regions
of Caucasian, African, and Oriental culture backgrounds, respectively. A large dot at each ellipse
center is the preferred skin color center of the corresponding ethnical group. The blue ellipse is
the overall preferred skin color region. The preferred hue angle in CIELAB adapted to the D50
o
white point is about 49 in all three groups.
28
A f ric an
Cauc as ian
Or iental

26

A ll obs erv er s

b*

24

22

20

18

16
16
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20

22

24
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28
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FIGURE 1: Preferred skin colors of African, Caucasian, and Oriental judged by African, Caucasian, and
Oriental observers, respectively.
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Statistical analysis of skin color preference among African, Caucasian and Oriental culture
backgrounds reveals that all three preferred skin color centers are significantly different from each
other in 5% significance level; Orientals prefer slightly less chromatic skin colors than Africans
and Caucasians; the inter-observer variation of the skin color preference of Africans is larger than
that of Caucasians and that of Orientals; Caucasians may prefer slightly more yellowish skin
tones than Africans. In cross-culture preference, Orientals prefer slight less chromatic skin colors
than Caucasians and Africans, and Africans prefer more chromatic Caucasian and Oriental skin
colors than Caucasians and Orientals. The result of preferred skin colors are to be used for skin
color enhancement presented in following sections.

4. PREFERRED SKIN COLOR ENHANCEMENT ALGORITHM
The ellipsoid skin color model is chosen for implementing skin color enhancement for the tradeoff
of its efficiency in computation and its accuracy in skin color detection [15]. Equation (2) is used
to calculate Mahalanobis distance of a point (x, y, z) to the ellipsoid center (x0, y0, z0). Φ(x, y, z)
< ρ defines the region of skin tones.
Figure 2 is a sketch diagram for skin color adjustment (drawn in 2-D space for simplification).
The large ellipse represents the skin color region, A is the center of the region (the statistical skin
color center), and B is the preferred skin color center (PSCC). Skin colors (in the large ellipse)
are morphed toward the preferred skin color region (in the smaller ellipse) for skin color
enhancement.

FIGURE 2: A Sketch Diagram for Skin Color Enhancement.

Figure 3 is a flowchart for skin colors adjustment. P is an input color and P’ is its corresponding
output color. The source color of each pixel is converted to CIELAB (or another luminancechrominance color space, such as YCbCr). A skin color detection model is applied to compute
Mahalanobis distance, Φ(L, a, b). If Φ > ρ, the color is not a skin color and no color adjustment is
performed for the pixel. Otherwise, the color is a skin color, and a weight, w, is computed to
adjust L*a*b*.
At the ellipsoid center, Φ(L, a, b) = 0 and w is maximized; on the ellipsoid boundary, Φ(L, a, b) =
ρ and w = 0. A weight for color adjustment may be calculated by
w = 1 - Φ(L, a, b) / ρ.

(4)

Other linear or nonlinear formulae may be applied to calculate the weight. A basic concept is that
the smaller Φ, the smaller w. Based on the desired strength for color enhancement, w may be
further adjusted, i.e.,
w = w0(1 - Φ(L, a, b) / ρ),
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Image Pixel
P(L*, a*, b*)

Skin tone
detection
model

Compute Mahalanobis
distance Ф

Threshold ρ

Ф<ρ

No

No adjustment
P’ = P

Yes
Preferred
skin colour
centre

Compute adjustment
weight & strength

Adjusted skin colour
P’(L1*, a1*, b1*)
FIGURE 3: A Flow Chart for Skin Color Adjustment.

where w0 is a strength factor for color adjustment. Without adjusting L*, a*, and b* are adjusted
by equations:

a new = a + w ⋅ ( acenter − a )
bnew = b + w ⋅ (bcenter − b)

(6)

where (acenter, bcenter) is PSCC; (a, b) is a*b* of an original skin color, and (anew, bnew) is a*b* of the
corresponding enhanced skin color. The PSCC is an ellipse center shown in Figure 1. For
preferred color reproduction of mixed culture backgrounds, a PSCC corresponding to mixed
culture backgrounds is chosen.
The skin color enhancement presented by Park et al. [8] takes the statistical skin color center (the
center of the skin color model) as the target color center for skin color adjustment. Because the
objective is to morph skin colors toward a PSCC, which is different from the skin color center of
the skin color model, (acenter, bcenter) in Eq. (6) should be a PSCC.
Lightness dependency and highlight contrast are optimized with following implementations.
4.1. Lightness-Dependent Skin Color Enhancement
PSCCs are slightly different among different lightness. To enable different PSCCs for different
lightness, three PSCCs (light, medium, and dark PSCCs) are determined. A PSCC at a given
lightness is interpolated from these three PSCCs. In Figure 4, the large ellipsoid illustrates the
skin color boundary; each of the three PSCCs is at the center of a preferred skin color region on a
constant-lightness ellipse plane; and the red dash curve represents PSCCs at different lightness.
A PSCC, (acenter, bcenter), becomes a function of lightness. In each lightness level, skin colors are
morphed toward its PSCC.
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Preferred skin center

Light skin tone

Preferred skin tone

Medium skin tone

Skin tone

Dark skin tone

FIGURE 4: A Sketch Diagram for Skin Color Adjustment Using Three PSCCs.

4.2. Highlight Skin Color Enhancement
The perceptual contrast in the highlight skin color region may decrease after the skin color
adjustment. This is due to the fact that low chroma skin colors in the highlight region may be
moved toward more chromatic colors. If the adjusted colors are out of the device gamut or the
encoding gamut, they are clipped to the gamut boundary. These effects result in a slight
reduction in visual contrast. One approach to fix the problem is to reduce the amount of
adjustment for highlight colors. The adjustment strength, w, in Eq. (6) is modulated with a factor,
wL, for lightness-dependent adjustment as shown in Eq. (7).
anew = a + w ⋅ wL⋅ (acenter − a )
bnew = b + w ⋅ wL⋅ (bcenter − b)

(7)

wL is 1 when L* is smaller than or equal to a threshold (it is set to 65 in our experiment). It
gradually decreases as L* increases, and it becomes 0 at L*=100.
Another approach to fix the highlight problem is to preserve chroma and to only adjust hue of
highlight skin colors. After applying Eq. (7) to calculate an adjusted skin color, its hue angle and
chroma (h1 and C1) are computed. Chroma of the original color, C0, is computed as well. In
order to have a smooth transition from medium to highlight skin tones, chroma adjustment is
slowly adapted from mid-tone to highlight by Eq. (8).
C = C0 + wL ⋅ (C1 − C 0 )

(8)

Since the aim is to adjust the original hue toward a preferred hue and not to change chroma for
highlight skin colors, chroma, C, and hue angle, h1, are used to compute a final skin color (anew,
bnew).

5. APPLYING FACE DETECTION INFORMATION FOR PREFERRED SKIN
ENHANCEMENT
There are a few limitations in the skin color enhancement algorithm described in the earlier
section. Because a static elliptical skin color model is the statistical modeling of a large set of
images, it is suitable for detecting skin colors that are not distributed too far away from a
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statistically distributed skin color region. If skin color distribution of an image is too much biased
toward a certain direction, skin colors may be out of the edge of the skin color boundary or the
probability of the skin color may be very low. Thus skin colors will not be adjusted or will be
adjusted insufficiently.
Nachlieli et al [14] proposed face-dependent skin color enhancement method to resolve the
problem. Since faces that are not detected are not enhanced, the method is unreliable for
enhancing images that contain multiple faces. Improper face detection (e.g. faces partially
detected) may result in color artifacts after color enhancement. A new image-dependent skin
color enhancement method proposed below is to resolve the problem and the problem using
static skin color models. Face detection is applied to assist analyzing skin tones in the image and
to adapt the skin color model to each scene. A scene-dependent (aka image-dependent) skin
color model is then applied to detect skin colors and to compute skin color weighting factors for
skin color adjustment.
First, a face detection method is applied to detect faces in an image [24]-[26]. Because of
potential false face detections, a static skin color model is applied to verify each detected face.
The order of these two operations may be exchanged or merged into a single step, depending on
how the face detection algorithm is implemented. The skin color detection model at this step is
relatively high tolerant for false skin color detection rates. Since an accurate skin detection model
is not required in this step, the ellipse skin color model, which is more efficient in computation but
less accurate than the ellipsoid model and the lightness-dependent ellipse model, is applied [29].
The threshold, ρ, can be larger than that used in a static skin color model. A subsequent step
using information of face boxes is applied to modify the skin color model for accurate skin color
detection on the image. The procedure for skin color enhancement is illustrated in Figure 5 and
described below.
Step 0: Initialize a skin color detection model. In this study, the ellipse model in CIELAB a*b*
space (adapted to D50) is selected for skin color modeling.
Step 1: Apply a face detection method to detect faces.
Step 2: Remove false detected face boxes. The skin color model formulated in Step 0 is applied
to classify each pixel in a face box as a skin pixel or a non-skin pixel. If the ratio of skin pixels
over all pixels within a face box is lower than a pre-determined threshold, this face is classified as
a false detected face and is removed from the face list. A mean skin color is then computed from
detected skin colors in each remaining face box. The histogram of skin colors in each face box is
generated, and skin colors in the top 25% occurrence rates are applied to compute mean skin
color, a*b*. If the color difference between the mean skin color and the statistical skin color
center is larger than a tolerance threshold, this face is considered a false detected face and is
removed from the face list.
Step 3: Compute a global mean skin color from the remaining face boxes. A global mean skin
color is averaged from the mean skin colors of all remaining face boxes weighted with their skin
pixel counts. The mean a*b* are compared with a preferred skin color. If the difference is less
than a pre-determined threshold, the overall skin tone of the image is considered to be within the
preferred color region, therefore no skin color adjustment is performed for the image and the skin
color adjustment ends here. Otherwise, skin color adjustment on the whole image is performed
by remaining steps below.
Step 4: Construct an image-dependent skin color ellipse model for skin color adjustment. It starts
from the static skin color ellipse in Step 0. The center of the skin color ellipse is then replaced
with the mean skin color of the image computed in Step 3. Because the skin color ellipse is to
represent the skin color distribution of this image instead of the skin color distribution of a training
image set, the size of the ellipse can be reduced. This skin color ellipse is applied to detect skin
colors of the whole image.
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Input image
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skin color model
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Yes
End

No
Step 4:

Construct an image-dependent skin color model

Step 5:

Detect skin pixels in the image and adjust them
toward PSCC

Enhanced image

FIGURE 5: A Block Diagram for Skin Color Enhancement.

Step 5: Apply the image-dependent skin color model to adjust skin colors of the image. Instead
of limiting to process skin colors within face boxes, all skin colors (skin color of any objects) in the
whole image are adjusted. If the Mahalanobis distance of a pixel is smaller than a skin color
threshold, the pixel is a skin color, and the Mahalanobis distance is applied to calculate a weight,
w. Eq. (6) is applied to compute a preferred skin color, (anew, bnew), corresponding to an original
skin color, (a, b).
Large color adjustment on skin colors may have an effect that skin colors are not harmonized with
the overall color balance of the image. If the mean skin color of an image is very different from
the target PSCC, the adjustment is reduced. To further optimize the preferred skin color
reproduction, the preferred skin color center, (acenter, bcenter), may be optimized as a function of
lightness using Eq. (7).
Figure 6 shows a few test images and the enhancement result. All square boxes (black and
yellow boxes) are the faces detected at Step 1. Yellow boxes are the faces removed in Step 2.
Although an eye and an ear in the upper-right image are detected as faces, a mean skin color
computed from these two boxes still represents the face tone of the image. Therefore, the
algorithm still works well in adjusting skin colors. This demonstrates that the image-dependent
skin color enhancement is more robust than face-dependent skin color enhancement. Since the
skin color enhancement adjusts pixels that are skin colors regardless of their object types, it
modifies the overall color balance, i.e., it adjusts the white balance of the image. Therefore it
produces more accurate color balance and fixes inaccurate illuminant detection on the image.
This can be seen in the bottom-left image where the wall in the back is adjusted as well.
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(a)

(b)
FIGURE 6: A Block Diagram for Skin Color Enhancement.

Because the skin color detection model in Step 0 is set to detect a larger region of skin colors
than that for the skin color enhancement using a static skin color model, the new method adjusts
a wider range of skin colors that deviate more seriously from normal skin colors. Since the ellipse
used in Step 3 and Step 4 is adapted to a specific image, this method adjusts skin colors more
effectively than those approaches using a static skin color model.
This algorithm works well in a uniform luminance-chrominance color space, such as CIELAB or
CIECAM02 even if a single PSCC is applied to all lightness levels. Replacing the working color
space with YCbCr improves the computation efficiency for processing RGB images and videos
for display color enhancement. However, chroma coordinates (CbCr) of preferred skin colors are
changed significantly among different luma values, Y. CbCr of preferred skin colors and skin
color ellipses should be adapted to different luma for skin color enhancement.
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A few cases explaining the improvement of the approach over approaches utilizing static skin
color models are discussed in Appendix.

6. SKIN COLOR MORPHING BY TRIANGULAR SUB-DIVISION
Once a weight is computed for a skin color and a target preferred color is determined, Eq. (6) is
applied to adjust the skin color. To avoid contouring, the weight, w in Eqs. (4-5), should be less
than 1 [29]. In this section, an alternative color adjustment method is proposed. Figure 7 shows
a skin color ellipse that is divided into a set of triangles [30]. Each triangle connects two neighbor
points on the skin color ellipse boundary and the central point A. The more triangles are used,
the more accurate the ellipse is represented. As the statistical skin color center, A, is moved
toward a PSCC, B, all colors in each triangle (e.g. A-C0-C1) are morphed to its corresponding
triangle (e.g. B-C0-C1). Since gamut boundary colors are not changed, it guarantees smooth
color adjustment.
C1

C1

C0

B

C0

A

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 7: A skin color ellipse is approximated with a set of triangles for color adjustment. The statistical
skin center (A) in (a) is mapped to a PSCC (B) in (b).

To adjust a skin color, a triangle that contains the color is found and a triangle-based interpolation
is performed. Let’s assume a skin color, P, is within the triangle A-C0-C1, as shown in Figure 8.
As the mean skin color, A, is morphed to a PSCC, B, while C0 and C1 stay unchanged, P is
mapped to P’. A method to preserve area ratio of three sub-triangles may be used to compute
the adjusted color P’. Areas of triangles A-P-C0, A-P-C1, and P-C0-C1 are noted SA-P-C0, SAP-C1, and SP-C0-C1, respectively. They are computed using three known colors, A, C0, and C1,
and the original skin color P. P’ is computed by the following equation:

p=

(C 0 ⋅ S A−P−C1 + C1 ⋅ S A−P−C 0 + B ⋅ S P−C 0−C1 )
(S A−P−C1 + S A−P−C 0 + S P−C 0−C1 )

(9)

An advantage of this method over the method described in earlier sections is that the statistical
color center of the original skin colors A is exactly mapped to a target preferred skin color B and
all other colors are morphed smoothly.
If lightness is modified together with chrominance, the morphing method must be expanded to a
3-D space. The original central color, A, in each sampled lightness level is mapped to a
corresponding PSCC, B, in which lightness may be different. A set of sampling points to
represent the boundary of the skin color gamut defined with a skin color model are generated.
The boundary sampling points and the lightness-dependent points, A and B, are used to
construct a set of tetrahedrons. Tetrahedral interpolation is applied to map each original skin
color to a corresponding preferred skin color.
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C1

P’
P
B

C0

A

FIGURE 8: An original skin color, P, on a triangle A-C0-C1 is mapped to P’ on another triangle B-C0-C1.

7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT AND DISCUSSION
A psychophysical experiment was conducted to validate the effectiveness of the skin color
enhancement algorithm. A calibrated monitor was used to display samples. 50 Caucasian
images and 50 Oriental images were selected for testing. Most of images were captured with
consumer digital cameras. 25 Caucasian observers and 25 Asian observers, who had normal
visions, judged Caucasian images and Oriental images, respectively.

FIGURE 9: Psychophysical Experimental Result.

The result is plotted in Figure 9. For Caucasian images, 48% of images are significant improved
while 4% have negative impact and the rest have no visual impact. For Asian images, 36% are
significantly improved and the rest are visually not changed. The original images with skin tones
close to optimal are mostly not changed visually. It verifies that the skin color enhancement
method effectively improves skin color preference and does not damage good skin tones.
We also compared our method with skin color enhance using static skin color models. Our
method is able to enhance images captured under more extended range of conditions. Skin color
enhancement on each detected face, although able to process skin colors captured under a white
range of conditions, is much less reliable than our method because of higher requirement on the
accuracy of face detection and less number of pixels for statistical analysis of face tones.
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8. CONCLUSION
A new skin color enhancement method is introduced for preferred skin color reproduction. If face
detection is not enabled, it applies a statistical skin color model to detect skin colors and morphs
skin colors toward a preferred skin color center. Preferred skin colors are adapted to different
lightness to improve skin color preference. The highlight region is processed differently to
maintain the contrast.
If skin colors are far away from the regular skin color distribution, applying a static skin color
model for skin color enhancement is not able to detect skin colors effectively and therefore the
method will not effectively enhance skin colors. With face detection, a skin color model adapted
to the scene is constructed to resolve the limitation of the algorithm using statistical skin color
models. By applying the scene-dependent skin color model, skin colors that are far away from
normal skin colors are detected more effectively and the result of skin color enhancement is
greatly improved. In addition, the result of the skin color analysis is applied to adjust overall color
balance of the image, and therefore the method produces more accurate white balance on the
image.
The current method is not able to enhance face tones of different culture backgrounds in a single
image differently. This is a direction for further research. Another area for further research is to
study the effectiveness of the method working on different color spaces, especially in YCbCr
space to improve the computation efficiency.

9. APPENDIX: CASE STUDY OF SKIN COLOR ENHANCEMENT UTILIZING
SCENE-DEPENDENT SKIN COLOR MODEL
A few cases illustrating the benefit of utilizing image-dependent skin color model for skin color
enhancement are discussed below.
Case 1: Skin tones are highly chromatic. In Figure A1, the thick-black ellipse is the skin color
region of an elliptical skin color model and the dash ellipse is derived from the skin colors of an
image. If the static skin color model is applied to detect skin colors, skin colors that are out of the
thick-black elliptical region will not be adjusted, and the adjustment strength of each skin color is
proportional to the Mahalanobis distance calculated using the static skin color model. A color at
location A has the highest adjustment strength and colors around B that are close to the
boundary of the thick-black ellipse are adjusted very weakly. With the image-dependent skin
color modeling, the ellipse skin color model is adjusted to center at the mean skin color of the
face boxes of image. The gray ellipse becomes the elliptical model for skin color detection. The
strength for skin color adjustment is proportional to the Mahalanobis distance calculated using the
gray ellipse. A color at location B has the highest adjustment strength, and a color on the
boundary of the gray ellipse is not adjusted. Because the image-dependent skin color ellipse (the
gray ellipse) is adapted to colors of the skin pixels of the image, the size of the ellipse may be
reduced. It is clear that the image-dependent skin color modeling is more effective for skin color
adjustment.
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B

b*

A

a*

FIGURE A1: A sketch diagram illustrating effective adjustment of highly chromatic skin colors.

Case 2: Skin hues are very different from regular skin hues. In Figure A2, the large solid-black
ellipse illustrates an elliptical skin color model and the dashed ellipse illustrates the skin tones of
an image. Skin colors are very yellowish. Again, the strength of the skin color adjustment is
proportional to the Mahalanobis distance computed using the skin color model. With the static
skin color model, a color at location A has the highest adjustment strength and a color on the
boundary of the black elliptical region or out of the ellipse has zero strength (no adjustment).
Thus, the yellowish skin colors that are out of the black skin color ellipse are not adjusted. With
the image-dependent skin color model, the ellipse skin color model is adjusted to center at the
mean skin color of the face boxes of the image. Thus the skin color detection ellipse is shifted to
the gray ellipse. Skin colors to be adjusted are detected using this gray ellipse and the strength
of adjustment is proportional to the Mahalanobis distance computed using the gray ellipse. A
color at location B has the highest adjustment strength, and a color on the boundary of the gray
ellipse is not adjusted. Because the image-dependent skin color ellipse (the gray ellipse) is
adapted to skin colors of the image, the size of the ellipse may be reduced. In this case, it is very
likely that the illuminant detection on the image is incorrect and the entire image is shifted to the
yellowish direction. Because the method of skin color enhancement adjusts all colors within the
gray ellipse, all yellowish colors in the image are adjusted. Therefore, an additional benefit of the
method is that it removes the yellow cast. The relative location of B and A can actually be used
to assist illuminant detection and white balance.

B

b*

A

a*

FIGURE A2: A sketch diagram illustrating the effective adjustment of yellowish skin tones.

Case 3: Bright and dark skin colors. Figure A3 shows an elliptical skin color model in a large
solid-black ellipse and the skin color region of an image in a small dash ellipse. Very bright and
very dark skin colors in digital photographic images tend to have lower chroma. If a skin color
model is not adapted to very bright (or overexposed) and very dark (or underexposed) images,
the skin elliptical model tend to have a mean chroma higher than the mean skin chroma of the
image. With a static skin color model, high chroma skin colors close to the center, A, of the skin
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color model is adjusted the most. And very low chroma skin colors that are close to the boundary
of the black ellipse or out of the ellipse are adjusted very weakly or are not adjusted. With the
image-dependent skin color modeling, an ellipse skin color model is adjusted to have the ellipse
centered at the mean skin color of the face boxes. The skin color detection ellipse is moved from
the solid-black ellipse to the gray ellipse. Skin colors to be adjusted are detected using this gray
ellipse and the strength of the adjustment is computed based on the Mahalanobis distance to the
center B instead to the point A. It is clear that the image-dependent method adjusts skin colors
more properly and more effectively. In this case, the skin color ellipse may be reduced because
color gamut in highlight or shadow is smaller than that in medium tones.

b*
A

B

a*

FIGURE A3: A sketch diagram illustrating effective and proper adjustment of pale skin tones.

In summary, a skin color model adapted to face tones of an image can be constructed by utilizing
the face detection information. It models skin tones of the image more accurately than a static
skin color model, and results in more effective skin color detection and skin color enhancement.
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Abstract
Motion estimation is the most challenging and time consuming stage in block based video codec.
To reduce the computation time, many fast motion estimation algorithms were proposed and
implemented. This paper proposes a quad-tree based Normalized Cross Correlation (NCC)
measure for obtaining estimates of inter-frame motion. The measure operates in frequency
domain using FFT algorithm as the similarity measure with an exhaustive full search in region of
interest. NCC is a more suitable similarity measure than Sum of Absolute Difference (SAD) for
reducing the temporal redundancy in video compression since we can attain flatter residual after
motion compensation. The degrees of homogeneous and stationery regions are determined by
selecting suitable initial fixed threshold for block partitioning. An experimental result of the
proposed method shows that actual numbers of motion vectors are significantly less compared to
existing methods with marginal effect on the quality of reconstructed frame. It also gives higher
speed up ratio for both fixed block and quad-tree based motion estimation methods.
Keywords: FFT, Motion Estimation, Normalized Cross Correlation, Quad-tree, Video
Compression.

1. INTRODUCTION
Motion estimation and compensation are the two crucial processes in block based video coding
standards. A major technique known as motion estimation is used to compress the videos by
removing the redundant information form successive frames. Inter-prediction explores temporal
redundancy between frames to save coding bits [1]. By using motion compensated prediction, the
best matching position of current block is found within the reference picture so that only prediction
difference needs to be coded. Each prediction unit coded using inter-prediction, has a set of
motion parameters, which consists of a motion vector, a reference picture index, and a reference
list flag. Motion estimation is widely used in various applications related to computer vision and
image processing, such as object tracking, object detection, pattern recognition and video
compression, etc. Especially, block-based motion estimation is very vital for motion-compensated
video compression, since it reduces the data redundancy between frames to achieve high
compression ratio. Because of the high redundancy that exists between the consecutive frames
of a video image sequence, a current frame can be reconstructed from a previous reference
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frame and the difference between the current and previous frames by using the motion
information.
The idea behind block matching is to divide the current frame into a matrix of macro blocks that
are then compared with corresponding block and its adjacent neighbors in the previous frame to
create a vector that stipulates the movement of a macro block from one location to another in the
previous frame. This movement calculated for all the macro blocks comprising a frame,
constitutes the motion estimated in the current frame. International standards for video
communications such as MPEG-1/2/4 and H.261/3/4 employ motion compensation prediction
which is based on regular (fixed- or near-fixed-size) block-based partitions of incoming frames.
While such partitions require a minimal amount of overhead information they provide little or no
adaptation to picture content. A notable departure from this practice has been the recently
emerged H.264 standard which allows a degree of flexibility in the choice of block size. Motion
estimation based on quad-tree partitions achieves a good balance between a degree of
adaptation to picture content on one hand and low-complexity, low-overhead implementation on
the other [2].
Block matching algorithms used for motion estimation in video compression differ in the matching
criteria (e.g. Mean Square Error (MSE), SAD, cross-correlation), the search strategy (e.g. Full
Search, Three Step Search, Four Step Search etc.), and the determination of block size (e.g.
hierarchical, adaptive) [3]. In this paper, we adopt the normalized cross-correlation methodology
and employ it in the framework of a quad-tree motion estimation scheme that provides a level of
adaptation to picture contents without incurring substantial overheads. Our approach lies in the
combination of these two concepts, namely quad-tree decomposition and cross correlation
applied in the frequency domain using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm, yielding partitions
for which a monotonic decrease of the motion compensated prediction error.
Upon this introductory section, the rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we
briefly review the block partitioning principles underlying quad-tree partitioning of a frame for
motion estimation. In Section 3, we formulate our quad-tree FFT-based normalized crosscorrelation algorithm approach. In Section 4, we present the experimental/simulation results with
a brief observational discussion. At the end, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. QUAD TREE PARTITIONING
The proposed motion estimation scheme involves the quad-tree partitioning of a frame which
provides a better level of adaptation to scene contents compared to fixed block size approaches.
Quad-tree decompositions are achieved by using the motion compensated prediction error to
control the partition of a parent block to four children quadrants [1] [4] [5] [6].
Figure 1a demonstrates a quadtree structure implemented in this paper. Here, we employed four
level of quad-tree partitioning with block sizes, 32x32, 16x16, 8x8, and 4x4 pixels in which the
macro block (32x32) can be partitioned into four 16x16. A sub-macro block (16x16) can be further
partitioned to four 8x8 blocks and finally an 8x8 block can be also portioned into four 4x4 blocks
as quadtree structure depending on threshold. The algorithm is implemented along the recursive
raster scanning path [7], which has been traditionally used in the quadtree decomposition as can
be seen from Figure 1b. To simplify the search for a good scanning path, we require that child
blocks, which belong to the same parent block, are scanned in sequence. Therefore a high
correlation between successive blocks will result in an efficient encoding.
A motion vector is generated for each block after a search is conducted to best match the
movement of each block from a previous reference frame. However, large block-sizes generally
produce poor motion estimation, thereby producing a large motion-compensated frame difference
(error signal). Conversely, small block-sizes generally produce excellent motion estimation at the
cost of increased computational complexity and the overhead of transmitting the increased
number of motion vectors to a receiver. Thus, the balance between high motion vector overhead
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and good motion estimation is the focus of a quadtree-based variable block-size motion
estimation method. The scheme is based on normalized cross correlation and uses key features
of the cross correlation to control the partition of a parent block to four children quadrants.
2.1 Partition Criteria
In this paper, different sizes of block partition are used to minimize the number of motion vectors
to be sent. This is based on the assumption that the higher the degree of homogeneous and
stationary blocks, the larger is the block partition used. However, the thresholds to determine the
degree of homogeneity are empirically selected, and the resulting criteria cannot provide very
accurate block partitioning.
Initially the current frame is divided into non-overlapping blocks of size 32x32. The first threshold
th1 is decided based on the output video quality of homogeneous and stationary regions and
tested at the same location in the previous reconstructed frame. If the error exceeds the threshold
th1, the bigger size of macroblock is partitioned into four quadrants of size 16x16. For higher
levels another threshold is applied at four different cases. Results show that, the scheme
provides a better level of adaptation to scene contents and outperforms fixed block size scheme
in terms of different number of motion vectors for the same level of motion compensated
prediction error and Structure Similarity (SSIM). The partition criterion also guarantees a
monotonic decrease of the motion compensated prediction error with an increasing number of
iterations [8].

FIGURE 1: (a) A Quad tree Structure, (b) Recursive raster scan for Quad tree decomposition.

3. FFT-BASED NORMALIZED CROSS-CORRELATION
Many block-based motion estimation algorithms have been proposed and developed for finding
the block with the smallest matching error including, phase-domain methods [9], time/spacedomain methods [10], and spline-based methods [11]. Time-domain (1-D) or space-domain (2-D)
methods have been widely and frequently used because of their high accuracy, precision, and
resolution, and relative simplicity in implementation [12]. In terms of block distortion measure, the
SAD is commonly used. In addition to SAD, the NCC is also a popular similarity measure. The
NCC measure is more dynamic than SAD under uniform illumination changes. NCC can improve
subjective visual quality as well as coding efficiency in video compression [2]. However, the NCC
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is a more complex criterion compared to SAD. SAD is used to find the best match with the lowest
matching error and NCC is to find the best macro block whose overall intensity variation is most
similar to current macro block. Though the error of NCC for motion estimation is larger, but it is
more uniformly distributed than SAD based. These flat error results in large DC term and smaller
AC term DCT coefficients, which mean less information loss after quantization.
One of the main motivations for this paper has been the current interest in motion estimation
techniques operating in the frequency domain. These are commonly based on the principle of
cross correlation and offer well-documented advantages in terms of computational efficiency due
to the employment of fast algorithms [1]. Correlation is widely used as an efficient similarity
measure in matching tasks. However, traditional correlation based matching methods are limited
to the short baseline case. NCC is the most robust correlation measure for determining similarity
between points in two frames (images) and provides an accurate foundation for motion
estimation. However, implementing directly in spatial domain is too computationally intense
especially for rapidly managing several large frames [2]. A significantly faster method of
calculating the NCC is presented using FFT method to speed up block matching for
computationally efficient video encoding.
3.1 The Algorithm
The best match is defined in terms of NCC [13] by shifting a macro block pixel by pixel across the
search window. Correlation planes provide information where the macro block best match the
search window. The correlation coefficient conquers the difficulties in [14, 15] by normalizing the
current and reference frame vectors to unit length, yielding a cosine-like correlation coefficient. It
is defined in spatial domain as:

NCC ( x, y ) =

c ( x, y )
T ( x, y ) . I ( x + i , y + j )

(1)

The pixel location (x, y) corresponding to the maximum NCC value matches to best location
(motion vector) of MB in the search window. At which, x Є {0, 1, ..., N-M} and y Є {0, 1, … ,N-M}.
For example if N =24 and M = 8, the number of NCC coefficients are (17x17).
Where, c (u, v) is the cross-correlation, T is the current macro block of size MxM, and I is the
search window of reference frame of size NxN (N>M). The norms of the current and the reference
frame in (1) are defined, respectively, as follows:
M −1 N −1

T ( x, y ) =

∑∑ T (i, j )

2

i =0 j = 0

M −1 N −1

I ( x + i, y + j ) =

∑∑ I ( x + i, y + j )

2

i =0 j = 0

A significantly more efficient way of calculating the NCC is by computing the numerator of (1) via
FFT because the calculation of the numerator dominates the computational cost of the NCC.
More specifically, cross-correlation in the spatial domain, which is the numerator in (1), is
equivalent to multiplication in the frequency-domain:
M −1 N −1

i.e

c ( x, y ) =

∑∑ T (i, j ).I ( x + i, y + j )
i =0 j =0
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⇒C(u, v) = T(u, v)I (u, v)
c(x, y) = ℑ−1(C(u,v))

(2)

Basically Equation (2) corresponds to computing a 2D FFT on the current and the search window
of the frames followed by a complex-conjugate multiplication of the resulting Fourier coefficients.
However, in order to avoid a complex-conjugate multiplication, we computed the current frame
macro block via IFFT as shown in Figure 2. The final products are then inverse Fourier
transformed to produce the actual coefficient cross correlation plane. The use of FFT in
numerator calculations of (1) is used to reduce the number of NCC calculations.
Similarly the denominator calculations are performed by pre-computing the energy of the entire
searching windows of a frame. Whenever the search window moves from block to block with
respect to current macro block, we change the location of energy block which is stored as a lookup table. Thus it further reduces the computation complexity of the algorithm.

FIGURE 2: Implementation of the numerator of NCC by using FFT algorithm.

4. OBSERVATION AND RESULTS
As performance measure parameters, MSE and Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) are used to
evaluate the subjective quality of a reconstructed video sequence. Applying the NCC as the
matching criterion to motion estimation leads to more uniform residuals. Hence, the NCC can
improve subjective visual quality as well as coding efficiency in video compression. Recently,
visual quality measures focusing on the human visual system (HVS) have been devised in place
of PSNR. Among these measures, SSIM has become popular. The SSIM index is more
consistent with human perception and is designed to measure structural information degradation,
including the three comparison points of luminance, contrast, and structure.
Apart from the prediction error criterion, computational complexity is also a key criterion for the
performance evaluation of fast block matching algorithms. The computational complexity can be
directly compared by counting the number of searching points required. The number of searching
points is a measure of search speed whereas the computation time is another speed measure
that also takes into account the overhead of the algorithm. The overhead includes time spent on
storing and fetching spatio-temporal predictors, making comparisons etc. Hence in general the
computation time is a better measure of determining computational speedup.
The experimentations are performed on five standard video sequences with frame size of
288x352 through four different threshold cases for quadtree partitioning: case-I (10, 16), case-II
(12, 18), case-III (15, 21) and case-IV (18, 24). For each case (th2, th3), the threshold th2, th3 are
randomly chosen in the second and third levels of partitioning respectively to get minimum
number of Motion Vectors (MVs). Based upon visual quality observation from the simulated
result, we fixed the first level threshold =10 for the bigger size of macro block (32x32) as a
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stationary (static) block. By keeping this threshold, we determined the PSNR and SSIM results of
the reconstructed videos, which are similar to fixed block result with less number of bits. The
corresponding average numbers of static blocks and bits per block is shown in table-1.

Video
Sequences
Foreman
Paris
Carphone
Tennis
News

Avg. No. of
static blocks
51.20
3.58
61.58
66.18
94.30

Avg. no. bits per
statics blocks
2.50
3.00
2.00
2.54
1.00

TABLE 1: Average numbers of Static/Stationary blocks and bits per block of the test videos

Tables 2 shows simulations of the average PSNR, SSIM, and encoding times of different videos
for fixed block size (8x8) using SAD and FFT-based NCC. All simulations were done on Matlab7.9 using a Pentium 4 desktop with 3.0GHz CPU and 1.0GMb of RAM. The experimental results
show that efficient FFT based NCC full search algorithm can provide slightly higher PSNR and
better SSIM in the reconstructed frame than the traditional SAD-based fixed block ME method.
Further it reduces the encoding time by more than 50%.

Video sequences

Foreman
Paris
Carphone
Tennis
News
Foreman
Paris
Carphone
Tennis
News

PSNR (dB)

SSIM

Using SAD
34.51
0.8995
30.98
0.9514
39.29
0.9279
29.94
0.8013
39.48
0.9309
Using FFT-based NCC
34.75
0.9042
31.02
0.9536
39.68
0.9342
29.97
0.8028
39.54
0.9290

Encoding
Time(Sec)
3.87
3.89
3.86
3.84
3.89
1.50
1.53
1.50
1.52
1.48

TABLE 2: Comparisons of average PSNR, SSIM, and Encoding time for fixed block size (8x8)

Table 3 shows the comparison of the performance parameter viz. average number of motion
vectors, encoding time, PSNR and SSIM for the Quadtree FFT-based NCC method with four
threshold cases as mentioned above. The results show in all cases that the Quadtree FFT-based
NCC method is just as accurate as SAD method but the Quadtree FFT-based NCC method faster
than the standard SAD method. Depending on the type of the video sequences and the threshold
levels, the method is about 2 to 5 times faster than SAD-based search criteria.
Figure 3 summarizes the number of motion vectors for the luminance components of the first 12
inter-frames of the ‘Tennis’ video sequence. The graph shows that the proposed algorithm is
substantially dependent on threshold levels and it shows the variation of MVs from frame to
frame.
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Video
Sequences

PSNR
(dB)

SSIM

Foreman
Paris
Carphone
Tennis
News

34.07
30.83
38.82
29.64
39.42

0.8852
0.9436
0.9075
0.7979
0.8967

Foreman
Paris
Carphone
Tennis
News

34.01
30.78
38.80
29.92
39.44

0.8851
0.9432
0.9076
0.7977
0.8967

Foreman
Paris
Carphone
Tennis
News

33.98
30.78
38.89
29.87
39.46

0.8849
0.9423
0.9075
0.7968
0.8967

Foreman
Paris
Carphone
Tennis
News

33.97
30.73
38.92
29.82
39.47

0.8850
0.9419
0.9074
0.7961
0.8967

Time
(Sec)
32x32
Case-I
1.28
51.36
2.16
3.55
1.15
60.82
1.55
65.64
0.77
93.36
Case-II
1.14
51.45
1.91
3.55
1.07
60.64
1.17
65.73
0.70
93.36
Case-III
1.03
51.45
1.71
3.55
0.98
60.55
0.99
65.64
0.67
93.36
Case-IV
0.98
51.45
1.60
3.55
0.94
60.55
0.92
65.18
0.65
93.36

No. of Motion Vectors
16x16
8x8

4x4

151.95
262.27
125.45
45.18
15.45

131.73
452.18
83.73
320.82
21.00

98.55
104.00
101.45
129.09
29.45

165.45
297.45
134.64
96.00
17.09

82.91
319.00
56.64
125.54
16.45

64.00
73.82
74.55
91.27
21.45

177.73
322.54
142.18
115.45
18.91

40.91
224.09
34.45
59.36
11.73

35.64
52.00
48.36
50.55
11.27

183.27
339.64
146.91
126.54
19.91

23.18
156.45
20.09
25.73
8.82

17.82
49.09
30.18
36.73
6.91

TABLE 3: Performance parameters for Quadtree FFT-based NCC method with four randomly selected
threshold.

FIGURE 3: Number of MVs vs frame number for Tennis video at different thresholds.

The NCC can be often a better criterion than the SAD in terms of PSNR. In order to verify this, a
full search based on SAD was compared to that based on NCC, where the search range and
matching block size were fixed to ±8 pixels and 8×8 pixels in terms of integer-pel accuracy.
Figure 4 shows the experimental results for 12 sequences of Tennis video. Here, the PSNR
values are computed from the motion compensated version of the second frame of each
sequence in order to evaluate the performance of the motion estimation only. The results show
that the NCC provides slightly better PSNR performance than the SAD. This means that the
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motion compensated frames using NCC-based motion estimation are visually better than that
those using SAD-based motion estimation in general.

FIGURE 4: PSNR vs frame number using SAD and FFT-based NCC methods for Fixed Block Size.

Finally, the proposed algorithm (QT-NCC using FFT) was compared with Fixed Block (FB)-NCC
and FB-SAD using same video frames. As seen from figure 5, the proposed algorithm can
improve the speed-up ratio up to about 2.5 and 4.0 times in comparison with the FB-NCC and
FB-SAD algorithms respectively but keeping SSIM and PSNR values almost the same for all
algorithms.

FIGURE 5: Encoding Time vs frame number for QT-NCC, FB-NCC, and FB-SAD algorithms.

5. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a fast Quadtree FFT- based NCC, where re-using the energy part of search
window is employed to skip unnecessary block-matching calculation and the cross correlation is
determined in frequency domain based on FFT algorithm. Because of the quad-tree partitioning
of a frame, it provides a better level of adaptation to scene contents compared to fixed block size
approaches. Hence, the proposed algorithm considerably reduces the computational complexity
and improves the speed-up ratio of about 4 times in comparisons with FB-NCC and FB-SAD
algorithms. Moreover, for video sequences which contain more static data it requires less number
of bits to encode without motion vector. For further quality improvement of reconstructed frames,
one can use half or quarter pixel interpolation techniques. Correspondingly to enhance the speed
ratio the algorithm can be modified and implemented using basis functions.
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Abstract
Object recognition problem has mainly focused on classification of specific object classes and not
much work is devoted to the problem of automatic recognition of general object classes. The aim
of this paper is to distinguish between the highest levels of conceptual object classes (i.e. artificial
vs. natural objects) by defining features extracted from energy of low level visual characteristics
of color, orientation and frequency. We have examined two modes of global and local feature
extraction. In local strategy, only features from a limited number of random small windows are
extracted, while in global strategy, features are taken from the whole image.
Unlike many other object recognition approaches, we used unsupervised learning technique for
distinguishing between two classes of artificial and natural objects based on experimental results
which show that distinction of visual object super-classes is not based on long term memory.
Therein, a clustering task is performed to divide the feature space into two parts without
supervision. Comparison of clustering results using different sets of defined low level visual
features show that frequency features obtained by applying Fourier transfer could provide the
highest distinction between artificial and natural objects.
Keywords: Objects' Super-class Categorization, Low Level Visual Features, Categorization of
Objects to Artificial and Natural, Local and Global Features, Color, Orientation, Frequency.

1. INTRODUCTION
Object recognition is a prominent problem in many fields of study such as computer vision,
robotics, and cognitive sciences and has been studied for four decades [1]. The ultimate goal of
this problem is to find a proper visual representation to identify each object effectively. However,
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the emphasis has been mainly laid on classifying very specific groups of objects in which the
members of each class have many similarities in shapes and textures. In contrast, not much work
has been devoted to the problem of recognizing objects of more general classes due to
vagueness in identifying the common properties for all the members of a high level conceptual
group.
Moreover, object recognition problem has been mostly studied as a similarity measurement
problem in a supervised environment and so it needs many labeled training examples from some
predefined and known classes before making prediction about the label of unknown and unseen
examples. This process is tedious and time-consuming and relies heavily on the goodness of the
selected training examples. Also, as stated in [2] there is no comparison between the different
methods of object classification and each paper took an ad hoc approach on a special dataset.
In this paper we intend to categorize members of classes in the highest generality level. We
assume that artificial/natural objects are positioned in the highest level of abstraction and hence
investigate the problem of finding an efficient representation for each object to show this
difference. Although the problem of indoor vs. outdoor scene or city versus landscape image
classification is studied by many authors [3],[4],[5],[6],[7] little attention has been given to the
problem of artificial vs. natural object distinction which is the subject of this paper.

2. RELATED WORK
The topic of artificial/natural discrimination is studied in both computer vision and neuroscience
papers. In [8] a method for identification of artificial objects in natural scenes based on applying
Zipf’s law is proposed. Their idea is based on the observation that man-made objects are much
simpler in their texture and generally contain much more uniform and flatter regions compared to
natural ones. The idea of uniformity is also used by Caron et. al [9]. They measured the amount
of uniformity by computing gradient or derivate of images. Fractal patterns are another approach
applied to measure the amount of uniformity in images [10],[11]. In a specific problem, artificial
and natural fruits are tried to be classified using color and texture features [12].
In a separate study the energy of Gabor orientation filter maps for Natural/man-made object
classification is used as feature representatives [13].They showed that Gabor orientation energies
of man-made objects have more variations than natural objects and their associated Gabor
diagrams have sharper points. KNN is used to classify feature vectors obtained from computing
orientation energy of each image. Line and edge properties are also used to categorize images
into natural and artificial classes [14].
Yet in another attempt, a model based approach is used to detect artificial objects in which basic
shapes are applied as templates to represent for artificial shapes [15].
In addition, there are many significant studies on the animate/inanimate recognition in primate's
brain in the field of neuroscience. A detailed review on two different theories related to
animate/inanimate object categorization is studied in [16]. It is shown that the representation of
animate and inanimate objects in brain is separated both functionally and anatomically by
recording the BOLD activity in visual cortex [17]. In [18] an experience is conducted to evaluate
the effect of different conceptual levels of animate and inanimate objects based on the response
time. Bell et al. studied the relation between three different hypotheses about the organization of
IT cortex for object representation based on animacy, semantic category, and visual features
using FMRI [19].

3. SUPERORDINATE OBJECT CLASSES
Our purpose is to make the most general distinction between object categories. While in some
studies, animate/inanimate categories are assumed to be at the highest level of abstraction
[20],[21], in our view, artificial/natural categories encompass more general visual characteristics
and are located in the highest level of inclusiveness. In animate/inanimate categorization the
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discerning characterization is life. However, in artificial/ natural classification, the question is
whether the object is a man-made product or not. Our proposed object categorization diagram is
depicted in Figure 1 in which objects are first divided into artificial and natural classes. The
natural objects can further be subdivided into animate and inanimate objects. However, artificial
group include only inanimate objects. For example, shells and rocks belong to inanimate natural
objects.

FIGURE 1: The Highest Levels of Object Categories.

3.1 Rationale Behind Unsupervised Learning of Superordinate Object Classes
Object recognition is mostly considered as a supervised problem in which the learning system
needs to see many training samples to determine the label of test data with respect to the stored
class representatives (eg. [22],[23],[24],[25].) One problem with supervised learning methods is
that they are devoid of the power of generalization and they are dependent on the pre-computed
features which are selected subjectively by their designers.
In this paper, we aim to perform the categorization of artificial/natural entities without the
intervention of long term memory. In other words, instead of object classification, we try to group
or cluster image data according to their similarities. We conjecture that the visual differences
between these two categories can be found without any recall from memory, i.e., the difference
between man-made and natural objects is visually observable and it doesn't depend on prior
information. This hypothesis is supported with studies that have shown infants under 20-month
year old can distinguish between superordinate level classes but cannot discriminate between
basic level categories [26],[27],[28],[29].Other studies have shown that children at the earliest age
of living can categorize more inclusive classes much better than other levels [30],[31],[32],[33].
Recently, Rostad et al. have shown that the starting age at which children are capable of
animate/inanimate categorization is found to be around 14 month year old [34]. These findings
encourage the idea that the task of superordinate class discrimination is not relied on prior
knowledge. In this direction, we first define feature vectors for each image and then perform a
clustering task using k-means algorithm in order to divide feature space into separate regions.

4. DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED FEATURES FROM LOW LEVEL VISION
In order to distinguish between artificial and natural classes we need to find general visual
characteristic of objects. As Rosch and Lloyd pointed out superordinate categories are low in
category resemblance [35], i.e., the superordinate level contains a very wide range of basic and
subordinate object categories with different appearances and shapes, and so finding an effective
representation with a high capability of discrimination is a very challenging task because it is not
visually clear what is the common set of features which is shared among all the members of a
superordinate category.
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In the present study, we intend to show the power of several complex features derived from basic
visual features, i.e., color, orientation, and frequency feature sets.
Note that we considered low level attributes of visual information i.e., orientation, frequency and
color as basic features and the resulted features after particular computation on them as complex
features. This is similar to Huble and Wisel Findings [36] that there exist simple and complex sets
of neurons in visual system for processing visual information. In addition, according to
psychologists, there are special visual receptors that respond to particular visual features [37].
We now explain how these features are computed.
For extracting orientation features we used Gabor wavelet functions:
x2 + y2

−
1
2
g ( x, y ) =
e 2σ (cos( x) + i sin( x)) = G cos( x) + G sin( x ) (1)
2
π (σs )
x = ( x0 cos(α ) + y0 sin(α )) / s

x = ( y0 cos(α ) − x0 sin(α )) / s
− (2 s + .5) ≤ x0 ≤ 2 s + .5,
− (2 s + .5) ≤ y0 ≤ 2s + .5
s ∈{.5,1,1.5,2}

α ∈{0, π / 6, π / 3, π / 2,2π / 3,5π / 6}

We then removed the DC component from the cosine part.
To obtain complex features of orientation, we took the same approach as described in [13] by
computing the sum of absolute values of pixel of images convolved with a bank of 24 Gabor or
log Gabor filters.
Frequency features are computed using Fourier Transform functions of input images and then the
sum of squared absolute values are computed on both phase and amplitude. We noticed that the
shape of magnitude and phase of images in frequency domain is different for artificial and natural
groups. The effect of using phase and amplitude spectrum of Fourier transform in man-made and
natural scene images is discussed in [38].
The entropy of each input image is computed as well to measure the amount of randomness in
object images. For this, we have computed the entropy of both RGB and gray input images.
We also defined four more complex features based on statistical analysis of histogram of edge
and color attributes motivated by the fact that in general, artificial objects are much simpler in
their texture properties. These features can be grouped into two main attributes, namely diversity
and variability characteristics which represent two basic characteristics of artificial and natural
images. Diversity feature demonstrates the number of distinct orientations and colors in each
input image.
For computing the diversity of orientations, we convolved the input image with Gabor filters at 360
different orientations. We then applied a max pooling operator by selecting the max orientation
that causes the highest output in convolution, i.e., in each pixel we look for an orientation
corresponding to the maximum magnitude of the result of convolution. For Gabor filter
computation we followed the same approach proposed by Riesenhuber and Poggio [39] and its
parameter values are represented in equations (2-6) and Table 1 correspondingly.
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g ( x, y ) = exp{−( x 2 + G 2 . y 2 ) /(2σ 2 )}cos(2πx / λ ) (2)
x = x0 cos(θ ) − y0 sin(θ + ρ ) (3)
y = x0 sin(θ ) + y0 cos(θ + ρ ) (4)
− 2 ≤ x0 ≤ 2,−2 ≤ y0 ≤ 2 (5)

λ = ( RF _ size) 2 / div (6)
σ = λ * .8 (7)

G

θ

ρ

RF_size

div

.3

0,1,2,…,359

0

5

4

TABLE 1: Gabor Filter Parameter’s Value.

For diversity of color, RGB space is transformed into HSV color space and then a 360 bin
histogram of hue values is computed. While RGB space is so sensitive to intensity variation, in
HSV color space, intensity is separated from other components. It has also been found that this
space is more likely to human visual system [40]. Having computed the histogram of edge and
color, we finally count the number of different orientations which ranges from 0 to 359 and the
number of hue colors which differs from 1 to 360.
In contrast to diversity, the variability attribute checks the number of peaks in each histogram
which represents the number of dominant orientations and colors in each input image. This
property shows the amount of change and variation and measures the coarseness of input
image, i.e. how often we have a noticeable alteration in the orientations and colors. We
implemented this feature by counting the number of peaks in the histogram of orientations and
colors of input images. In a nutshell, having computed the histogram of orientation/color, the
defined features can be explained as follows:
Diversity= the number of filled bins of histogram
Variability=the number of peaks of histogram
Generally, in comparison to artificial objects, natural objects group are characterized by higher
values in Gabor energy, and much more amount of values in entropy, variability and diversity of
pixels. In other words, large regions of artificial objects are of the same color and orientation, but
in contrast, it is unlikely to find a region in natural objects with exactly identical color and
orientation. However, sometimes, the opposite property can also be observed in some artificial
and natural objects. For instance, artificial objects with complicated patterns in texture tend to
have the attribute of naturalness due to its high variation in color and orientation.

5. LOCAL PROCESSING AND RANDOM EYE MOVEMENT
As was mentioned earlier, we have applied two different modes for feature extraction which are
local and global strategies. In the local computation, complex features are extracted from random
patches and are averaged and then the overall decision is made with respect to the average
normalized feature values obtained from randomly selected regions from each object. However,
in the global strategy, the defined features are extracted from the whole image. Thus based on
the global or local method, we select the whole image or patches of image as the input data. The
whole procedures of these strategies are described in Algorithm 1 and 2 respectively.
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for im = 1 to size(ImageDataset) do
InputImage = ImageDataset(im)
BF = BasicF eatures(InputImage)
CF(im; :) = ComplexF eatures(BF)
end for
Cluster(CF)

ALGORITHM 1: Global strategy

for im = 1 to size(ImageDataset) do
image = ImageDataset(im)
for i = 1 to exploringWindowsNum do
InputImage = randomPatch(image)
BF(i; :) = BasicF eatures(InputImage)
CFi(i; :) = ComplexF eatures(BF; inputImage)
end for
CF(im; :) = Average(CFi)
end for
Cluster(CF)

ALGORITHM 2: Local strategy

Our local approach is based on random area selection, i.e. we explore different regions of objects
randomly based on the assumption that the visual system has no prior knowledge for discerning
between artificial and natural objects. In other words, we hypothesize that for a neutral subjective
viewer with no previous knowledge, fovea attention wanders around the central middle point of an
image which we call it gaze point.
Moreover, we didn't take the saliency detection approaches for selecting the local windows,
because the salient regions (which are basically defined as regions with great amount of edges
and colors) are not the only source of information to help us make a decision about the objects'
type as being artificial or natural. Rather, the steady and monotonous regions are informative as
well, and therefore, all areas of objects are important in order to decide the artificial/natural group
of each object.
Computing the features locally have this advantage that the extracted features can represent
small variation in features’ differences much more accurately. In addition, since each image
includes only one object, a considerable amount of each image contains plain background and it
can reduce the accuracy of performance in the global strategy. Note that in local hue
computation, the minimum and maximum of each block are computed for each local patch
instead of the whole image. And in orientation and frequency computation, the Gabor filters and
Fourier transform are applied only on a single patch. Figure 2 compares the local and global
approach in hue computation for two sample images.
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a

b
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c

FIGURE 2: Global vs. Local Hue Computation
a: original image with a random selected patch,
b: Hue component computed globally for the whole image,
c: Hue component computed locally for the selected patch

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
One of the major issues in object recognition evaluation is the lack of proper dataset [41]. Most of
the available datasets are composed of very limited range of classes. For example, UIUC
database [42] contains only car images, CORE database [43] contains only vehicle and animals,
and Pascal VOC challenges [44] are made of motorbikes, bicycles, cars, and people classes.
Other datasets which cover a wider range of classes (ex. SUN dataset [45]) are specified to
scene understanding purposes.
For the task of artificial/natural object discrimination we decided to use the images from two
available datasets, i.e. Caltech-101 [46] and Coil-100 [47] object collections. Our dataset contains
two main categories of artificial objects (selected from COIL-100) and natural objects (selected
from Caltech-101 object libraries). The selected subclasses for artificial and natural groups are
listed in Table 2.
In addition, we created another dataset by selecting 454 images from Hemera object collection
database [48] and divided them into two groups of artificial and natural objects. In addition, as a
preprocessing all images are converted to Jpeg format.
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Natural Objects
Ant

Dalmatian

Leopard

Rhino

Bass

dolphin

kangaroo

Rooster

Beaver
Bonsai
brontosaurus

dragonfly
elephant
emu

llama
Lobster
Lotus

scorpion
sea-horse
starfish

butterfly

flamingo

nautilus

stegosaurus

cougar-body
cougar-face

flamingo-head
Gerenuk

Octopus
Okapi

strawberry
sunflower

Crab
crayfish
crocodile

hawksbill
hedgehog
Ibis

Panda
Pigeon
Pizza

Tick
water-lilly
wild-cat

crocodile-head

joshua-tree

platypus

Artificial Objects
Obj1,obj3
Obj5 to obj62
obj76 to obj82
Obj64 to obj74
TABLE 2: Artificial and Natural object classes selected from Caltech and Coil datasets.

As was mentioned before, we have defined complex feature vectors derived from different basic
features of frequency, orientation and color.
The frequency features is a 3-dimensional feature vector obtained from:
FI = F (input _ image) (8)
magnitude( x, y ) = Re( FI ( x, y )) 2 + Im( FI ( x, y )) 2

(9)

phase( x, y ) = tan −1 (Im( FI ( x, y ) / Re( FI ( x, y )) (10)

∑ | magnitude( x, y) |

FreqFeat (1) =

(11)

x , y∈input _ image

∑ log(1 + magnitude( x, y))

FreqFeat (2) =

(12)

x , y∈input _ image

FreqFeat (3) =

∑ | phase( x, y) |

(13)

x , y∈input _ image

Where FI is the result of Fourier Transform of input images.
For orientation feature, 24 dimensional feature vectors are obtained from sum of the absolute
energy of convolution of images with Gabor filters which are computed for scale values of .5 to 2
with step sizes of .5 and orientations from 0 to 150 with step size of 30:
GI ( x, y, s, o) = G (input _ image, s,α ) (14)
gaborFeat ( s,α ) =

∑ | GI ( x, y, s,α ) |

(15)

x , y ∈input _ image

s ∈ {.5,1,1.5,2}

α ∈ {0, π / 6, π / 3, π / 2,2π / 3,5π / 6}

Where GI is obtained by convolving the input image with Gabor filters with a specific scale s and
orientation α .
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The entropy feature vector is a 2-dimensioanl feature vector including entropy of orientation and
color which is obtained by computing the entropy of both RGB and gray input images using the
following equation:
EntropyFeat (1) = entropy( Input _ image _ RGB) (16)
EntropyFeat (2) = entropy( Input _ image _ gray) (17)
entropy = ∑ − H ( I ). log( H ( I ) (18)

Where H(I) stands for 256-bin histogram counts of the input image I.
The histogram of orientation and color feature vectors are a two dimensional vector composed of
diversity and variablity attributes which were explained in section 4 and can be obtained by:
orientHFeat(1) = diversity(GrayInputImage)
orientHFeat(2) = variablity(GrayInputImage)
colorHFeat(1) = diversity(RGBInputImage)
colorHFeat(2) = variablity(RGBInputImage)

(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)

All the local strategy results are averaged for 10 independent runs of the whole procedure and
the number of selected patches in each run is selected as 20 and 30 for the first and second
datasets respectively. We used more patches for the second dataset (Hemera objects) because
the size of images is larger than the images of the first dataset (Coil-Caltech). Note that, all the
images of the first dataset are resized to 128*128 pixels, but the size of images of the second
dataset is more than 200 pixels in each dimension.
As was mentioned before, for grouping the images, K-means clustering technique is used with
value of k=2. To evaluate the quality of the generated clusters we used R-index, F-measure,
precision, and recall of the obtained clusters [49] which are defined by:
TP + TN
TP + FP + FN + TN
TP
(24)
P=
TP + FP
TP
R=
(25)
TP + Fn
RI =

F=

(23)

(b 2 + 1).P.R
, b = 2 (26)
b 2 .P + R

Where TP, TN, FP, and FN stand for true positive, true negative, false positive, and false
negative respectively.
The performance results of clustering with the local and global methods for both datasets are
listed in Tables 3 to 6. All the results are rounded to two decimal points. Each Table shows the
evaluation for the corresponding feature dimensions (explained in equations (8-22). In bold are
represented the best results obtained from each feature set.
It can be inferred from the results that frequency features showed dominance in making
distinction between artificial and natural images. While local strategy is applied on a sequence of
image patches instead of the whole image, it has generated superior or equal results in
comparison to global strategy due to high amount of similarity and cohesion between pixels of
each patch. Note that we only have considered the patches which are located mostly on
foreground (i.e. the objects) and the patches that fall on background are automatically removed. It
may be concluded that in artificial/natural distinction, texture and local information plays more
important role than shape and global information.
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Feature
name

Feature
dimension

RI

F

P

R

FreqFeat
FreqFeat
FreqFeat
FreqFeat
GaborFeat
EntropyFeat
EntropyFeat
EntropyFeat
colorHFeat
colorHFeat
colorHFeat
orientHFeat
orientHFeat
orientHFeat

1
2
3
1:3
1:24
1
2
1:2
1
2
1:2
1
2
1:2

0.89
0.88
0.51
0.90
0.82
0.61
0.55
0.58
0.56
0.54
0.54
0.59
0.50
0.56

0.93
0.88
0.60
0.89
0.90
0.62
0.58
0.60
0.57
0.55
0.55
0.60
0.52
0.59

0.88
0.93
0.57
0.94
0.79
0.75
0.65
0.73
0.64
0.62
0.62
0.67
0.58
0.63

0.94
0.86
0.61
0.89
0.93
0.60
0.58
0.58
0.56
0.53
0.54
0.59
0.51
0.58

TABLE 3: Performance of Local methods for Caltech-Coil Dataset.

Feature
name

Feature
dimension

RI

F

P

R

FreqFeat
FreqFeat
FreqFeat
FreqFeat
GaborFeat
EntropyFeat
EntropyFeat
EntropyFeat
colorHFeat
colorHFeat
colorHFeat
orientHFeat
orientHFeat
orientHFeat

1
2
3
1:3
1:24
1
2
1:2
1
2
1:2
1
2
1:2

0.79
0.87
0.87
0.90
0.69
0.56
0.64
0.61
0.53
0.50
0.52
0.58
0.64
0.65

0.87
0.88
0.86
0.90
0.82
0.57
0.65
0.62
0.57
0.52
0.55
0.60
0.64
0.64

0.78
0.90
0.92
0.94
0.69
0.65
0.72
0.69
0.60
0.58
0.59
0.66
0.72
0.73

0.89
0.88
0.84
0.89
0.86
0.55
0.63
0.60
0.56
0.51
0.54
0.58
0.62
0.63

TABLE 4: Performance of global methods for Clatech-Coil dataset.

Feature
name

Feature
dimension

RI

F

P

R

FreqFeat
FreqFeat
FreqFeat
FreqFeat
GaborFeat
EntropyFeat
EntropyFeat
EntropyFeat
colorHFeat
colorHFeat
colorHFeat
orientHFeat
orientHFeat
orientHFeat

1
2
3
1:3
1:24
1
2
1:2
1
2
1:2
1
2
1:2

0.70
0.71
0.64
0.72
0.54
0.72
0.73
0.73
0.70
0.73
0.73
0.69
0.63
0.68

0.72
0.71
0.66
0.72
0.70
0.72
0.73
0.73
0.70
0.73
0.73
0.69
0.64
0.68

0.69
0.72
0.64
0.73
0.53
0.73
0.73
0.73
0.69
0.73
0.73
0.69
0.63
0.68

0.73
0.71
0.67
0.72
0.76
0.72
0.73
0.73
0.70
0.73
0.73
0.69
0.64
0.68

TABLE 5: Performance of Local methods for Hemera dataset.
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Feature
name

Feature
dimension

RI

F

P

R

FreqFeat
FreqFeat
FreqFeat
FreqFeat
GaborFetat
EntropyFeat
EntropyFeat
EntropyFeat
colorHFeat
colorHFeat
colorHFeat
orientHFeat
orientHFeat
orientHFeat

1
2
3
1:3
1:24
1
2
1:2
1
2
1:2
1
2
1:2

0.82
0.80
0.78
0.84
0.56
0.51
0.51
0.51
0.50
0.51
0.51
0.56
0.59
0.56

0.75
0.74
0.74
0.76
0.60
0.56
0.56
0.56
0.50
0.51
0.51
0.73
0.72
0.73

0.83
0.80
0.78
0.85
0.56
0.51
0.51
0.51
0.51
0.51
0.51
0.55
0.57
0.55

0.82
0.80
0.78
0.84
0.61
0.58
0.58
0.58
0.50
0.51
0.51
0.79
0.78
0.79

TABLE 6: Performance of Global methods for Hemera dataset.

7. CONCLUSION & DISCUSSION
One possible approach for solving object categorization problem is a top-down view. In this
direction, different levels of categories need to be recognized subsequently in which the
inclusiveness of recognition levels decreases in a descending order. In this paper, the first
conceptual level of abstraction is associated with artificial and natural categories. Based on
neuroscientific views, artificial and natural objects are represented differently in brain. However,
the processing and encoding of visual features is under debate. Experimental studies on children
can support the theory that human may distinguish between these two categories without
referring to their long term memory and hence our feature definition mechanism is an
unsupervised learning algorithm which doesn’t use pre-learned parameter sets for dividing the
feature space into two general categories. However, automatic unsupervised artificial/natural
grouping is a complicated task. First, the artificial/natural category is located in the highest level of
abstraction. Thus, finding appropriate generic properties is not an easy task. Second, in contrast
to classification problems in which there exists a set of labeled data that helps the categorization
problem, in clustering problem, there is no access to any prior information in advance. Taking into
account objects’ characteristics we derived different high level features from basic low level
features which can make distinction between artificial and natural categories of objects. We
compared the discriminating effect of different features obtained by using Fourier transform,
Gabor filter, entropy, and histogram of color and orientation for artificial/natural object distinction.
Feature extraction is applied by using two different strategies of local and global processing and
then a clustering task is performed to group the similar features with regard to Euclidean distance
between them. The obtained simulation results showed that frequency features derived from
Fourier Transform achieved the first highest efficiency tier in distinguishing between artificial and
natural objects. Also, local strategy which is based on random patch selection corresponding to
random eye movement resulted in comparable performance in term of accuracy and with regard
to the lower amount of information processing.
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Abstract
In this paper a new video-based interface for creating cutout-style animation using magnets is
presented. This idea makes room for users of all skill levels to animate. We created an interface
which is generally a closed box with a camera placed at the bottom. Roof of the box acts like a
multi touch interface. A cast of physical characters are designed by the animator using paper,
markers and scissor. If animator wants to animate using this physical characters, he pastes them
to magnets (we call them as PMagnets) and place them under the roof (puppets facing the
camera). These characters are controlled by other magnets (CMagnets) on the top of the roof.
Here we require, a simple foreground extraction algorithm to extract the characters and to render
them onto a new background. Our system “Cut-Out Animation using Magnet Motion” runs in real
time (i.e 30 Frames/Sec). Therefore animator and the audience can instantly see the animation.
Keywords: Cut-Out Style Animation, Background Replacement, Magnets.

1. INTRODUCTION
Animation is an illusion of movement created by rapidly displaying a sequence of images.
Creating an animation sequence is a time consuming process. Hand drawn or stop motion
animation is a laborious process in which every frame is manually drawn or crafted. For computer
generated animation several tools like Maya, Flash, etc. are available in the market. Even though
they provide a good interface for creating easy animation sequence one must be an expertise
and requires training to gain control over the interface provided.
Puppetry animation is a real time story telling animation which is famous from past few centuries.
Puppeteers use threads to control the motion of puppets and bring them to life. Puppeteers and
their controls are often visible to the audience. Although the quality of Puppetry animation is not
good as hand drawn animation, still it attracts kids because of its own way of storytelling.
Cut-out animation is one way of storytelling in which the characters are flat 2d characters
designed using papers, scissors and colours. Traditional Cut-out animation is not a real time like
Puppet shows, each frame is manipulated by adjusting the character cut-outs. It is a time
consuming process.
In this paper we present a novel technique for cutout style animation which is mostly inspired by
the work of Connelly Barnes, David E. Jacobs Video Puppetry: A Performative Interface for
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Cutout Animation. Authors in paper [1] proposed a simple cut-out style animation in which the
characters are controlled by hand of a puppeteer. These Puppets are tracked and rendered onto
a new background in the computer. In our approach each character is attached to magnets
(PMagnet(s)) and placed on one side of the screen which are controlled by magnets
(CMagnet(s)) on the other side of the screen. Thus giving life to the Puppets by concealing the
Puppeteer. Also, if the animator wants to render on to the new background no tracking and object
detection algorithms are required, just a simple background subtraction algorithm works well.
The main contribution of our work is the introduction of a new interface for creating cut-out style
animated stories by using magnets and simple background subtraction algorithms. Designing this
interface is easy, cheap, neither required complicated algorithms nor specialized skills, also no
formal training was required for animation. However the animation produced by this method
cannot match the visual quality of a studio production, but they are useful in many scenarios,
including kids’ productions or the class of animations such as “South Park” or “JibJab” that tries to
simulate a “cut-out” style animation.

2. RELATED WORK
2.1. Video Puppetry.
Our work is inspired by the work of Connelly Barnes, David E. Jacobs [1]. The system in [1] is
divided into two modules Puppet builder and Puppet theatre. For the first module authors created
an interface which allows users to add new puppets into the database. A user first draws a
character on paper with markers, crayons, or other high-contrast media. Next the user cuts out
the puppet and places it under the video camera. The puppet builder captures an image of the
workspace and processes the image in several stages before adding the puppet to a puppet
database. Scale - invariant feature transform SIFT [2] features of each character are detected
and stored in a database which is used in the second module.
The second module is puppet theatre, generally it is an object tracking environment. The user
moves the puppets for animation, an over head camera which is used to track the animated
characters by removing the user's hands and renders the characters on a new background. The
SIFT [2] features are used to identify all puppets every 7-10 frames. Between SIFT updates,
optical flow on Kanade- Lucas- Tomasi KLT [3] features are used to track the movement of
puppets in real time.
But, this system has some limitations in handling every puppet. For example every puppet must
occupy some significant portion in every video frame. So that every character can be tracked
robustly. This system can handle 5 to 6 characters at a time, because as the number of
characters gets increased the system gets slow. It is difficult to handle occlusions which may
interfere with the tracking part. Because in animation there are many situations where characters
move over each other. Puppets cannot be moved quickly because the KLT algorithm assumes
that the displacement of tracking objects in between frames is small.
2.2. Sketch-n-stretch.
Authors in [4] designed an interface which is specially designed to simulate cut-out style
animation. This is a two (virtual) layered interface. The user first selects the background image on
which the foreground needs to render, then he selects cut-out pen from the menu and draws the
border of the cut-out and selects the pencil tool to draw the character or he selects an image of a
character stored in computer memory and then he selects an empty cut-out. By rotating, scaling
and translation the animator can animate the character. This is not a multi touch interface it is not
possible to animate two or more characters at the same time, so a time line option is provided.
Each character is individually animated and combined using the time line.
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3. PRINCIPLE OF OUR APPROACH
Traditional cut-out animation is a time consuming process, because for each frame the animator
has to adjust the position of each Puppet or a part of the Puppet. Authors in [1] came with an
which are time expensive. These algorithms are required to remove hands of animator which are

FIGURE 1:

(a)

(b)

in between the camera and Puppets. If we think this process as four layered animation, as shown
in Figure 1(a) Layer 3 is camera, Layer 2 is hands (controller), Layer 1 Puppets, Layer 0 as
screen. We tried to rearrange this layered system for simple cut-out style animation Figure 1(b)
shows our layered system Layer 4 is camera, Layer 2 Puppets(With PMagnets), Layer 1 screen,
Layer 0 controller (controlling the motion of Puppets (pasted with PMagnets)) with CMagnets.

4. PROPOSED WORK
Our system follows two steps. Puppet design and deciding number of P(C)Magnets required for
his character is the first step in our system. Generating animation sequence is the second step. In
this step animator control’s the motion of characters using CMagnets. A background subtraction
algorithm is required in this step.
4.1` Puppet Design
As shown in the Figure 2(a) animator can design the physical animation character for his
animation sequence.

FIGURE 2: (a)

(b)

When animator gets completed with their designing part, they have to decide what kind of motion
does their character or part of the character will have. This motion decides number of
P(C)Magnets required. For example, the character may have motion such that it does not include
any rotation so it requires one P(C)Magnet. In Figure 2(a) the character will have some rotational
motion. So, it requires two P (C) Magnets Figure 2(b) is the back side of the physical puppet
attached with 2 PMagnets which are used to control the motion using other CMagnets. Between
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PMagnets and CMagnets there will be a cardboard (roof of our interface) of small thickness, so
that CMagnets can control PMagnets using magnetic field.
4.2 Animating
In this step animator generates the animation sequence using the Puppets. For this step we have

FIGURE 3: (a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

designed a small box using a white cardboard sheet which is used as a puppet theatre. As shown
in Figure 3 (a) this box creates a closed environment, and has its own light source providing
uniform illumination so that the lighting cannot be affected by the outside environment. A camera
is placed at bottom of the box, the roof which is a white cardboard sheet acts as an interface. The
camera is projected on inside of the roof where it records the motion of physical characters. The
other side of the roof acts as a medium for an animator for controlling PMagnets with CMagnets.
Figure 3(b) a 4 wheeler puppet is placed on inside of the roof, Figure 3(c) is the other side of the
roof with CMagnets (white board magnets). Figure 3(d), user controlling the motion of the puppet.

FIGURE 4: (a)

(b)

If the animator wants to render onto a new background than the foreground must be extracted.
There are methods proposed in [5],[6] for extracting foreground from a scene where background
information is known and it is same for all frames. In our system the background is constant, so a
simple background subtraction algorithm is sufficient. Figure 4(a) is the new background, Figure
4(b) is the snapshot of an animation sequence after rendering Figure. 2(a) onto Figure 4(a).
Instead of rendering onto computer generated background, the animator can use his hand drawn
background, so no background replacement is needed.

5. RESULTS
Figure 5 are the snapshots of an animation sequence using Figure 2(a) as puppet. We haven’t
done much animation, but we believe this interface provides a simple and cost effective way of
producing simple animation sequences.
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FIGURE 5

6. LIMITATIONS
Articulated animation is not possible with this simple approach Because there is no information
about the relation between character parts which are controlled by the animator. We know only
foreground and background. Another drawback is when two characters come closer or even
overlap( when there is a situation like cross over) the magnets may attract or may ripple causing
a distortion in the animation sequence

.
7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We presented a new interface which uses magnets (PMagnets ans CMagnets) for controlling
animation. Up to the best of our knowledge this is the first system which is designed by using the
concept of Magnets. The advantage of using our system is that it can be designed in a cost
effective manner. Our system have several advantages over existing system [1] like we are not
using any object tracking or object detection algorithm which is computationally expensive.
Computational cost never increases as the number of characters increases. There is no need to
maintain a separate database. Partial visibility of a physical character is possible and simple.
Even size of physical character (puppet) is not an issue in our approach. There is no limit on the
speed at which a physical character is moved. In future we will try to work on the articulated
animation of physical puppets. We will also try to add effects discussed in [1] in our system.
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Abstract
Handwritten text and character recognition is a challenging task compared to recognition of
handwritten numeral and computer printed text due to its large variety in nature. As practical
pattern recognition problems uses bulk data and there is a one step self sufficient deterministic
theory to resolve recognition problems by calculating inverse of Hessian Matrix and multiplication
the inverse matrix it with first order local gradient vector. But in practical cases when neural
network is large the inversing operation of the Hessian Matrix is not manageable and another
condition must be satisfied the Hessian Matrix must be positive definite which may not be
satishfied. In these cases some repetitive recursive models are taken. In several research work in
past decade it was experienced that Neural Network based approach provides most reliable
performance in handwritten character and text recognition but recognition performance depends
upon some important factors like no of training samples, reliable features and no of features per
character, training time, variety of handwriting etc. Important features from different types of
handwriting are collected and are fed to the neural network for training. It is true that more no of
features increases test efficiency but it takes longer time to converge the error curve. To reduce
this training time effectively proper train algorithm should be chosen so that the system provides
best train and test efficiency in least possible time that is to provide the system fastest
intelligence. We have used several second order conjugate gradient algorithms for training of
neural network. We have found that Scaled Conjugate Gradient Algorithm, a second order
training algorithm as the fastest for training of neural network for our application. Training using
SCG takes minimum time with excellent test efficiency. A scanned handwritten text is taken as
input and character level segmentation is done. Some important and reliable features from each
character are extracted and used as input to a neural network for training. When the error level
-12
reaches into a satisfactory level (10 ) weights are accepted for testing a test script. Finally a
lexicon matching algorithm solves the minor misclassification problems.
Keywords: Transition Feature, Sliding Window Amplitude Feature, Contour Feature, Scaled
Conjugate Gradient.

1. INTRODUCTION
As the computing technologies and high speed computing processors has been developed,
pattern recognition field got a wider dimension. Recognition of handwritten text is a real
challenging task and research on which started from early sixties. Along with the up gradation of
computational techniques researchers always tried to realize human perception and to implement
into mathematical logic and designed different perception to train the computer system.
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Researchers took wide varieties approaches [7],[ 9], [20] to recognize handwritten text. In most of
the research works some common logical steps were used for recognition of handwritten text
such as Segmentation, Feature Extraction and pattern classification technique. Among different
classification techniques popular approaches are Neural Classifier [6], [14], [23], Hidden Markov
Model [9], Fuzzy Classifier, or hybridized technique like Neuro-fuzzy, Neuro-GA, or some other
statistical methods [25]. Neural Classifier has high discriminative power [1],[11],[12] for different
patterns. Handwritten text contains wide varieties of styles in nature. It is really difficult to get real
character level segmentation. A lot of research works has been done on segmentation of hand
written text in last two decades. Improper segmentation results inaccurate feature extraction and
poor recognition performance. Similarly reliable and only discriminative features give better
recognition performance. If number of features is increased recognition performance increases
but it increases computational complexities and leads to much longer time of training of the neural
network. The most important task is to choose a proper training algorithm which train faster the
network with large no of features and provide best recognition performance. Many of these
algorithms are based on Gradient Descent Algorithm such as Back Propagation Algorithm [15],
[18]. But all the algorithms are practically inapplicable in large scale systems because of its slow
nature and its performance also depends on some user dependent parameters like learning rate
and momentum constant. Some second order training algorithm such as Fleture Reeves [5],
Polak Riebier[16],[19] or Powell-Beale Restarts algorithm[24] may be applied in appropriate
applications. However Scaled Conjugate Gradient algorithm [22] results in much better
recognition performance. By virtue of Scaled Conjugate Algorithm fastest training is obtained with
almost 98 percent recognition efficiency. This paper not only shows the comparison of different
second order training algorithm but also the reliable feature extraction and efficient lexicon
matching technique. A small relevant description of Scaled Conjugate Algorithm is also given in
later section. Different feature extraction schemes are also described in brief and finally the result
of all experiments are shown.

2. IMAGE PREPARATION AND SEGMENTATION
A handwritten text written over A4 size paper is scanned through optical scanner and stored in
bitmap image format. The image is then converted in to a binary image. One important point may
be mentioned regarding image preparation is choosing the proper threshold of intensity level so
that image does not get any discontinuity in any continuous part. Image is segmented [4],[8],[ 3]
text level to word level and word level to character level segmentation all relevant information
such as no of word, no of characters, no of lines are stored. Pixel coordinates of each words and
characters in the bitmap image are stored very cautiously .The algorithm for segmentation used
in image separation may be described below [20].
Algorithm 1:
Step1: The base lines such as upper, lower and middle base lines are calculated.
Step 2: Word is over segmented.
Step 3: The word segmentation points are modified using various rules.
Step 4: Undesired and incorrect segmentation points are removed.
Step 5: The correct segmentation points are used for final segmentation of words.
Step 6: Position of characters and words in the script are stored.
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3. FEATURE EXTRACTION
It was mentioned in the introduction that reliable and meaningful features increase the recognition
performance. Reliable feature are those features which produce almost same numeric value
irrespective of slight positional variations in different sample images of same character. In this
experiment four kinds of features extraction schemes are used and a total 100 nos. of features
were collected per character. Before feature extraction all the segmented character is resized [17]
in a fixed size (60 x40). One runtime separated unbounded character image, bounded image and
resized image is shown in figure 1. Short description of all four kinds of features is described in
the following subsections.

FIGURE 1: Unbounded Image, Bounded Image and Resized Image.

3.1 Transition Feature
Assume that the character image has a fixed dimension of X rows and Y columns. An M x N grid
is superimposed over the image as shown in figure 2. The grid is prepared in such a way that all
start and end values of each row and column got an integer value. The start values of row m and
column n may be written as under.
 =  = 1
( − 1)

−1

 =
 =

(1)



()




 = 2,3 … 
= 2,3 . . . 

(2)
(3)

[] refers to nearest integer value to x. Assume the intensity of coordinate(x,y) of the X x Y
image is A(x,y). The original image is scanned along every row and column and the gradient
information along each row and columns are collected.

And

∆( , ) = A( ,  + 1) − $( , )
&ℎ()(  = 1,2 … … . * − 1

(4)

∆(x, y- ) = $( + 1,  ) − $(,  )

(5)

&ℎ()(  = 1,2 … … .  − 1
As the image is a binary image both ∆( , ) ∆(x, y- ) return one of the three values 0, 1 or -1. 0
indicate no transition 1 means white to black transition and -1 indicate transition from black to
white. A 5x5 grid over character image is shown on figure 2.a and transitions are also shown in
figure 2.b. In this case we would consider only -1 value and in each row and columns of the M x
N grid total number of transitions in every row and columns are important features of the image.
As it was mentioned earlier that the approach of the experiment is neural network based and the
immediate operation after feature extraction is training, it is found experimentally that neural
network works reliably and faster if the input feature values are within 0 to 1 limit. As in this case
all values are more than 1, they are normalized between 0 and 1 by a nonlinear transfer function
as mentioned below.
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/() =

1
1 + ( 01

……………0 ≤  ≤ 5

(6)

k is a constant and values may be chosen between .3 to 1 for better result. The upper limit of x is
taken as 5 because maximum possible white to black transition in handwritten characters found
5. In this way we found (M+N) nos. feature for each handwritten character. At the time of
scanning the original image through all M rows and N columns using M x N grid and the
coordinates of first and last transitions in each rows and columns are stored and a new kind of
transition features were collected. Suppose in 56 row first and last transition occurs at 7 , 8 9
and ( , : ) then two features can be collected from that row as mentioned below.
; =

<=

(7)

;> =

<?

(8)





Similarly if in 56 column of the M x N grid first and last transition occurs at 78 ,  9 and
(: ,  )then two features can be collected from that column as mentioned below.
;@ =

1=

;B =

A1?

(9)

A

(10)

A

FIGURE 2.a: 5 x 5 Grid Over Original Image.

FIGURE 2.b: 5 x 5 Grid Over Grid Image.

3.2 Sliding Window Amplitude Feature
In this feature extraction scheme the image is subdivided into some overlapping windows such
that half of the window breadth and width are overlapped with previous and next window along
row and column wise except the windows at boundaries and corners. The windows at left
boundary have no windows left at left side that it will overlap. Similarly top, bottom and right
boundary side windows do not overlap with any windows beyond their boundary. The corner
block has only two blocks to overlap for example the top left corner has only right and down
windows to overlap. Black pixel density in each block or window is calculated. The original image
of handwritten character has a fixed size of X rows and Y columns. As shown in figure (2.a) the
image is superimposed with M x N grid. The four corners of the rectangular window R(m,n) are
[(xm,yn) (xm, yn+2) (xm+2, yn) (xm+2, yn+2)] .Values of xm and yn is defined in eqn. 1-3. Each block
produces one feature and the feature is normalized between 0 and 1 and a total (M-2) (N-2)
features are collected with normalized feature values [13]. In our experiment we have taken both
M and N as 8 and a total 36 features were collected per character.
/=

C C/ DEFGH IJ(E J
C FE C C/ IJ(E J

ℎ( DECGH
ℎ( DECGH
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3.3 Contour Feature
The most important feature extraction scheme is contour feature [2][ 3]. Image is scanned and
filtered. The filtered image is superimposed with an 11 X 1 grid as shown in figure (3.a) to find the
external boundary intersection points of the character and total 22 such points are collected. All
the 22 points are numbered in a circular fashion that from the top to bottom as 1 to 11 and from
bottom to top as 12 to 22. All points are connected with the next point to draw an exterior
boundary contour as shown in figure (3.b). For example the nth line is bound between two
coordinate (xn,yn) and (xn+1, xn+1).. The alignment of all the boundary lines is unique property of that
image and it differs from character to character. The two unique parameters of a straight line that
is the gradient and a constant value which solely depend on the coordinates of the two points are
taken as feature normalizing by a nonlinear hyperbolic function. Equation of a straight line and its
representation by two points may be mentioned by equation 12-14. Suppose a straight line in
equation is bounded between two points (x1, y1) and (x2, y2). The m is the gradient and c is a
constant parameter of the straight line. Both m and c are two unique parameters which contain
the boundary patterns of the characters.
 =  + G

(12)

 − >
 − >

(13)

=
G=

 > − > 
> − 

FIGURE 3.a: 11 X 1 grid
superimposed over boundary image.

(14)

FIGURE 3.b: Contour of image
represented with straight line.

f(x)

Both the m and c may have any positive and negative values between negative infinity and
positive infinity. As the immediate process after feature extraction is training of neural network
with feature matrix all the feature values should be normalized between 0 and 1 as it was shown
by experiment that neural network shows better response if the inputs are in range within 0 to 1
limit. For normalizing all the values of gradient (m) and
1
constant
(c) a hyperbolic nonlinear function is used as
0.9
transfer
function
which is shown in equation 15 and a
0.8
graphical
representation
is also shown in figure (4).In
0.7
equation 15 any value of x maps the output between 0
0.6
and 1.k is a constant and value of it depends upon the no
0.5
of features extracted. For 22 nos. of contour feature a
0.4
value range from k=.3 to .5 is selected.
0.3
1
/() =
(15)
0.2
1 + ( 01
0.1

0
-100
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-40

Nonlinear transfer function

-20

0
x
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FIGURE 4: Nonlinear Hyperbolic Transfer
Function.

If number of feature is increased its value should be
decreased and similarly if number of features is
decreased its value should be increased. In figure 4 plots
for x versus f(x) is shown for an x range from -100 to 100.
In this way 22 nos. features are collected and finally put in
to the feature matrix.
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3.4 Shadow Feature
In this feature extraction scheme the resized image is segmented in to four segments as shown in
figure (5). This feature is similar feature like transition feature as described in section 3.1. The
term ‘Shadow’ is taken symbolically from the concept of formation of shadow when light falls over
an object. When light is fallen from the upper side of the subsection it creates three shadows one
is over the ground and other two are over the two inclined side. The phenomenon is shown in
figure (6). When light is projected at a perpendicular dirction to the horizontal line over the object
shown in segment -1 shadow is formed over two sides AC and BC of the triangle and shadow
also falls in the ground. The length of the shadows in side AC and BC are DC and EC
respectively. The length of the shadow fallen over the ground is D’E’ which is basically projection
of point D and E over the ground. The features may be defined from these parameters in the
following way.
KℎFLC& /(F M)( =

NOP56 Q8 56O R6STQU QVOW 56O RXTO
:OP56 Q8 56O RXTO

Using the above definition following three nos. of features can be extracted from each segment.
K;(1) = YZ/$Z

K;(2) = \Z/]Z

FIGURE 5: Four Subsections of the Resized Image

F L K;(3) = Y’\’/ $]

FIGURE 6: Shadow at Ground and
Over Two Inclined Sides.

In the similar way features are extracted from all four segments and a total 12 nos. of features are
added in the feature matrix for each character.
In our experiment four kinds of features extraction schemes are applied and we have taken 30
transition features, 36 sliding window amplitude features, 22 contour features and 12 shadow
feature and a total 100 numbers of features are collected. Content of the training script are 10
sets of capital no(i.e from A-Z) and 10 sets of small letters (i.e from a-z) which are processed,
filtered and resized as described in the previous sections. Finally the feature matrix having
dimension 520x 100 is fed to the neural network for training. The description of the neural
network and the algorithms used for training are described in the next section.

4. TRAINING OF NEURAL NETWORK
Training and design of neural network is the most important part in this experiment. Here we have
used single and multilayer feed forward network with different first and second order back
propagation training algorithm. It is not surprising that increase in no of feature improves
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recognition efficiency. But in opposite side it takes a longer time to train the neural network. In our
experiment we used four kinds of feature extraction scheme. Name of the feature extraction
scheme and no of features of each type are mentioned in the previous section. But theses large
nos. of features takes very longer time to train the network if a proper training algorithm is not
chosen. We have used different conjugate gradient methods for training and the speed of training
improved significantly. All the algorithms showed better performance in respect to the speed of
the training and recognition performance of the Neural Network are second order conjugate
direction method such as Fleture-Reeves [15], [21], Powell Beale [24], Polak Ribiere [16],[ 19]
and Scaled Conjugate Gradient algorithm by Moller [22] .A comparative study also been given
among the above algorithms and a comparison of converging performance of all the second order
conjugate gradient methods is presented in result section. It has also been found experimentally
that among the entire training algorithms Powell Beale method and Scaled Conjugate Gradient
methods have shown better performance in respect of quick convergence of the error curve.
Using Scaled Conjugate Gradient algorithm [22] the Hessian matrix of error equation is always
positive over all iterations. But in all other algorithms mentioned above it is uncertain. This
property of SCG algorithm increases learning speed reliably in successive iteration. Let us we
define an error function Taylor Series expansion.
^)a ∆w
^ + ∆w
^ a E ′′ (w
\(&
^ + ∆w
^) = E(w
^ ) + E ′ (w
^)∆w
^ +⋯

(16)

^) and c = \’’(&
^). Weight vector in n iteration may
Suppose the notations are used as $ = \ ′ (&
be mentioned as &
^ n. H is the Hessian matrix and A is the local gradient vector.
We will use a second order approximated error equation for further calculations and the same
equation may be as follows
\(&
^ + ∆w
^) = E(w
^ ) + E ′ (w
^ )a ∆w
^ + ∆w a E ′′ (w
^)∆w
^
(17)
th

The solution of the quadratic difference equation may be found as follows [15].
∆w
^ = H  A

( 18)

The above solution can be achieved subject to condition that H is positive definite matrix. The
above equation states that how much amount of shifts is required for all the weights so that the
error curve converges significantly. The above equation (18) is the essence of Newtown’s Method
[15] and from the equation it is found that the equation can be converged in one step if the
inverse of the Hessian matrix is calculated. But in practical situation this phenomenon does not
occur because of the some constraints as mentioned below.
a) When number of Weights is more calculation of inverse of the Hessian Matrix is
computationally expansive and highly time consuming matter.
b) There is no guarantee that the inverse of the Hessian Matrix will be positive definite.
c) The system converges in one step if and only if the error equation is perfectly quadratic in
nature. But generally all error equation has some higher order terms.
To avoid the above limitations the only way was found to achieve the solution through an iterative
N
process. Suppose a set of nonzero vectors p1, p2, p3………. pN are basis vectors in R and are H
conjugate. If H is a positive definite matrix then the following conditioned must be satisfied [10].
Ig0h c IgX = 0
Ig0h c IgX > 0

/C) FEE H F L J (G(I H = J

/C) H = J

(19)

Let  = Igh c IgX . When k= i= n then xn is nonzero quantity.
 = Igh c Ig

(20)
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= Igh k̃
Here k̃ = c Ig = \”(&
^ ) Ig . The idea to estimate the term sn with a non symmetric
approximation [22] it may be written as:
k̃ =

m ′ 7U
on pqn rgsn9m ′ (U
on )
qn

Where 0 < y ≪ 1

(21)

The above equation is the essence of second order error estimation used by Hestene [10] in
conjugate gradient method. Scaled Conjugate Gradient method is a slightly different concept
applied over it. In eqn.( 20) the sign of xn may be negative or positive but by definition if H is a
positive definite matrix then xn must be a greater than zero. Hestene [10] combines the concept of
introducing a dumping scalar value and modifies the equation as in eqn. 22. The other steps are
same to the conjugate direction method. The function of the scalar parameter λ is to compensate
k =

m ′ (U
on pqn rgn )m ′ (U
on )
qn

+ { Ig Where 0 < y ≪ 1

( 22)

the indefiniteness of value of E”(wk) when it is negative. In every iteration sign of xn is checked
i.e. whether xn >0 or xn <0. When xn is less than zero the value of λn is increased and similarly
when xn is greater than zero the value of λn is decreased. All other steps are similar to the
conjugate direction method.
Two up gradation equation governs the whole process. Firstly the weight up gradation equation
(eqn. 23) and secondly the basis vector up gradation equation (eqn. 24). The target is to find such
a solution set of weight vector that H become positive definite. As the iterations go forward the
first order error gradient E’(wn ) decreases and at last it reaches very near to zero. The equations
are as follows
&
^p = &
^ + | Ig
(23)
Igp = )̃ + } Ig

(24)

Where ) = −\’(& ), αn and βn may be calculated in each iteration by the following equations.
rg~ W̃

| = rg~nrng =
n

And

} =

n

~ W̃
rgn
n


〈W̃ n , g n , 〉〈W̃n ,W̃n 〉
~ r
gn
rgn

(25)
(26)

The most important matter is to discuss that how the value of λ in eqn. 22 is chosen. As
described earlier that, the function of λn is to check the sign of xn in each iteration and to set a
proper value of λn so that g get a positive value.
Let it is found that xn≤ 0 and λn is raised by 
λ so that sn get a new value

k
g- + 7λ
g
 =s
 − { 9I
o = Igh 
k


( 27)
(28)

Putting the value of 
k
 from eqn. no 27 in eqn. 28
o =  + 7λ
g |> > 0
 − { 9|I
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⇒ λ
 > { −


|Ig |>

( 30)
1

From eqn. 29 some guide line is found that the new { should be greater than by -|rg n| but no
n

such particular value can be obtained that so that the optimal solution can be obtained. However
we have used
1n
λ
 = 3 { − |rg | 

(31)

n

The above assumption is put into eqn. 29 we get
o = −2 + 3{ |Ig |>

(32)

Combining eqn. 32 and 25 we found the modified value of |
~ W̃
rgn
n
gn |
n p@n |r

| = >1

(33)

the above equation clears that with the increase of the value of λn decrease the height of step size
and decrease in λn increases the height of step size which agrees to all the assumptions made
earlier.
In the above steps it was realized that how the Hessian Matrix remain positive in all iterations
using a scalar parameter λ. But the second order approximation of error equation which was used
during entire calculation cannot assure for the best performance though we get positive definite
Hessian matrix over all iterations. The above calculation steps assure that the error curve will be
converging towards minima but in some situation choosing a proper value of λ is required
otherwise the rate of convergence become slow. So a proper mechanism for scaling λ is adopted.
A parameter ρ is defined which measure in what extent the second approximation of the error
curve matches the original error curve. The following equation defines ρ as
 =

\(&
^ ) − \(&
^ + | Ig )
\(&
^ ) − \> (| Ig )

(34)

Here  measures how finely the second order approximated error equation \> (| Ig ) matches
to the \(&
^ + | Ig ) . The above equation tells than the value of λ nearer to 1 means better the
approximation. For faster convergence λ is scaled by the following equations.
{ =

1
{
3 

{ = { +

J/  > .75
 (1 −  )
|I > |

J/  < .25

(35)

In our experiments the initial values was chosen as λ1=10 and y = 10 was taken and in later
q
steps y =
 was assumed. Initially weights are chosen as random nos. between 0 and 1. At
-3

|rgn |

starting of training in first iteration I = ) = −\ ′ (&
^ ) is assumed. The algorithm may be
summarized as below.
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a) Initialization of parameters like σ,p,r in first iteration.
b) Calculation of second order parameters like s,x and σ
c) Check whether Hessian matrix H is positive definite or not
d) If false adjust the value of s by increasing λ and recalculate s again.
e) Calculate  and readjust the value of λ
f)

Calculate step size

g) If error > minimum error limit go to next iteration.
h) Accept the weight vector for test.
During the training operation the epoch
versus error data is collected and the nature
of the convergence is also noted. A run time
error curve is plotted in figure 7 which shows
that the nature of convergence is very fast
and it takes just one or two min for
completion of training and error limit reaches
-12
in 10 range within only 543 epoch.

5. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
This experiment is an extension of [26]
where three types of feature extraction
schemes were applied. Here a new kind of
feature extraction scheme ‘Shadow Feature’
was implemented in section 3.4. It
accelerated both the training performance
FIGURE 7: epoch versus error curve.
and recognition performance. Though the
maximum recognition performance did not changed but most of the time it showed better
performance. The results are shown in Table 1 and Table 2. The experiment for recognition of
handwritten text was conducted in MATLAB environment where two types of images are used as
input i.e. train image and test image. The purpose of the experiment was to recognize individual’s
handwriting by a neural network which is trained to identify the patterns of handwriting of the
same person. Here both the train and test script was written by same person and the texts are
casually written over the script. For this reason this experiment was not conducted and
compared by any standard data base like CEDER or IAM data base of handwritten text. Two
major features are highlighted in this experiment which differs it from all other researches
[6],[13],[23] done earlier may be mentioned that is i) the superfast training speed ii) high
recognition performance. Ten sets of handwritten capital and small letters of English alphabets
are taken as training script and various handwritten texts written by same person are used as test
script. A sample train and test scripts are shown in figure 8 and figure 9. All the characters are
written in natural way over a sheet of A4 size. In both training and testing stage common
character level segmentation and feature extraction is done over the train and test script. Training
characters are English alphabets so there is no concept of forming words but test script is a text
or may be called as group of words without any special symbol like ;, : and ?. In case of test script
the segmentation is done from text level to word level and later from word level to character level.
The start and end locations of each word in the text are stored. After recognition of all the
characters in test script the computer printed words are regrouped by the NN output characters
using the start and end location information of each words. Character level and Word level
efficiency may be defined as follows.
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Character Level Efficiency = (No of characters recognized correctly)/(Total no of characters in the script)
Word Level Efficiency = (No of words recognized correctly)/(Total no of words in the script)

One character misclassification in a word decreases the word level recognition performance. But
it gets easily be improved if the same word is checked through a dictionary for validity of the
word. If the word exists in the dictionary it returns the same word otherwise nearest word of same
length is returned.
ed. For implementing this one dictionary is formed in MATLAB as an m-file
m
which
contains more than two thousand common words

FIGURE 8: Train Script
cript.

FIGURE 9: Test Script
cript.

taken from a standard oxford
dictionary. In this paper various
algorithms were used for training
such as a) Scaled Conjugate
-12
direction Method b) Powell Beale
100
100,120,5
SCG
543
100%
10
method and c) Fleture-Reeves
Fleture
2
method
d
among
the
three algorithm
-12
100
100,120,5 Powell-- 1412
100%
10
Scaled conjugate algorithm shown
2
Beale
the best training speed. A
-12
comparative
statement
is
100
100,120,5
Fleture
4322
100%
10
described in table.1.the
table.1.
above
2
Reeves
table shows that total 100 nos. of
TABLE 1: Comparison Between Different
ifferent Training Algorithms.
features were taken and NN
structure indicates 52 nos. of
output neurons for 52 characters
haracters (a
(a-z and A-Z)
Z) and the result was obtained for 120 nos. of hidden
neurons. Both the three algorithms provide good convergence of the error curve but Scaled
Conjugate
onjugate Gradient algorithm provides fastest training speed and tthe training
ng completes within
only 543 epoch which takes less than one minute for reaching 100 percent train efficiency. The
neural network trained with ten sets of handwritten alphabets that is total 520 nos. of characters
when asked to make response to test feature matrix its response is really satisfactory only a few
misclassification arises for very similar type of characters and for very bad handwritings. A
character level recognition performance
ormance is shown in table 2 which shows that using double hidden
layer with 150 and 100 hidden neurons we get maximum 83.60 percent case sensitive character
level recognition and a maximum 92.32 percent case insensitive character level recognition
performance
nce is achieved. Though the degree of recognition is good but it may further be
improved by lexicon matching technique which was discussed earlier. Some other researchers
have reported like in [27]] for 27 classes ouput recognition performance was 82 percent and 94
percent for lowercase and uppercase characters. In [[12]] a different type of feature extraction
No of
Features
/
characte
r

NN
structure

Training
algorithm

No of
epoch
s

Train
efficiency

Error
limit
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scheme was applied and which gave 86 percent and 84 percent for lowercase and uppercase
characters. In [13] a neural network based segmentation method has been presented and a
global feature extraction scheme has been applied which shows character segmentation with a
performance in the rage of 56.11 percent for case sensitive and 58.50 percent which was further
improved by a lexicon matching method and result was found as 85.71 percent. Compared to all
the mentioned works this approach has given better result from three different aspects i) Very
less number of features per characters was taken and it showed better result ii) It gives higher
speed as scaled conjugate algorithm has been used for neural network training and iii) better
recognition performance compared to the referred [12] [13] [27] works. Word label performance
after lexicon matching is shown in table 3. This shows that the case insensitive performance
shown in table 3 improves by maximum 99.02 percent and because some of the word which
contain lesser misclassified characters get corrected by the lexicon matching technique which
increases word level.
NN structure

MSE
obtained

Train
efficienc
y
%

Test efficiency
(Character
Level)
%
Case
Case
sensitiv
insen
e
sitive
81.43
89.42

100,160,52

9.63x10-13

100

100,200,52

9.75x10-13

100

82.64

89.42

100,250,52

9.32x10-13

100

79.25

88.70

100,120,80,52

9.44x10-13

100

74.17

89.42

100,150,100,5
2
100,200,100,5
2

9.69x10-13

100

83.60

92.32

9.98x10-13

100

83.60

92.32

TABLE 2: Character Level Classification Performance.

NN
Structure

100,160,52

Without Lexicon
Matching
Characte Word
r
Level
Level
(%)
(%)
89.17
62.87

After Lexicon
Matching
Charact
Word
er
Level
Level
(%)
(%)
98.43
96.74

100,200,52

89.42

48.65

99.02

97.83

100,250,52

88.70

47.56

99.02

97.83

100,120,80,
52
100,150,100
,52
100,200,100
,52

87.34

38.96

98.43

95.65

92.32

66.13

98.43

98.91

89.72

47.56

99.02

98.91

TABLE 3: Performance Before and After
Lexicon Matching.

recognition and when word get corrected the misclassified characters are also changes to its
correct version. As a whole both the word and character level performance increases. In this
experiment maximum word level and character level recognition performance achieved as 98.91
and 99.02 percent respectively. Though the result of the experiment was very well and most of
the words and characters were recognized correctly except a few misclassifications that were
found during experiment which may be shown in table 4.

6. CONCLUSION
Reliable feature extraction methods are shown which is
Original Recognized Original Recognized
most important in Neural based approach for pattern
H
M ,n
n
m
recognition. When first order standard back propagation
r
v, Y
Y
r,y
e
c,l,C
y
r,Y
algorithms fails to produce result in a bulky neural
a
Q, u, l ,G
c
C
network in a limited time frame, second order training
f
t
C
c
algorithm work surprisingly. In this paper we focused
s
a,b,
O
o
both the training speed and recognition performance of
l
x
o
O,b,D
handwritten alphabet based text. When no. of features
I
j
j
i
are higher and no. of output classes are 52 all first
b
o
t
f,F,q
order training algorithms basically fails or generates
very poor result in training. Basic reason is the slower TABLE 4: General Misclassifications.
convergence of error curve and proper second order
training algorithm become suitable replacement of those
algorithms. Using this algorithm, Hessian matrix of error equation always remain positive definite
and in every iteration the error curve converges in a faster way. In this paper comparison
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between several second order training algorithms has been shown and it was found
experimentally that Scaled Conjugate Gradient algorithms works with fastest speed and
recognition performance is also excellent. Training part was very fast but regarding the
complexity of the test script, scripts characters are simple, easy to understand by human eye.
Test script contains some inter-line horizontal space and some inter-word and inter-character
space also. This pattern is not always available in natural handwriting. So it needs more
experimental effort for faithful conversion from difficult handwriting to text conversion. However,
this approach may be a true guideline for future research for giving computer an intelligence
which a human being applies everyday and at every moment.
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Abstract
Large Images in general contain huge quantity of data demanding the invention of highly efficient
hybrid methods of image compression systems involving various hybrid techniques. We proposed
and implemented a Daubechies wavelet transform and Differential Pulse Code Modulation
(DPCM) based multiple neural network hybrid model for image encoding and decoding operations
combining the advantages of wavelets, neural networks and DPCM because, wavelet transforms
are set of mathematical functions that established their viability in the areas of image
compression owing to the computational simplicity involved in their implementation, Artificial
neural networks can generalize inputs even on untrained data owing to their massive parallel
architectures and Differential Pulse Code Modulation reduces redundancy based on the predicted
sample values. Initially the input image is subjected to two level decomposition using Daubechies
family wavelet filters generating high-scale low frequency approximation coefficients A2 and high
frequency detail coefficients H2, V2, D2, H1, V1 and, D1 of multiple resolutions resembling
different frequency bands. Scalar quantization and Huffman encoding schemes are used for
compressing different sub bands based on their statistical properties i.e the low frequency band
approximation coefficients are compressed by the DPCM while the high frequency band
coefficients are compressed with neural networks. Empirical analysis and objective fidelity metrics
calculation is performed and tabulated for analysis.
Keywords: Backpropagation, Daubechies Wavelet, DPCM, PSNR, MSE, Neural Networks.

1. INTRODUCTION
The growing energy requirements of wireless data services, biomedical applications, computer
graphics and many other web based applications disclosed an urge to innovate new techniques
in the areas of signal and image processing to compress and decompress signals as well as still
images and videos of various types and sizes to meet the everlasting storage space and channel
bandwidth requirements. Wavelets perform better and provide good compression ratios for high
resolution images relative to other competing technologies like JPEG objectively and subjectively
as well. Unlike JPEG, wavelet does not show any blocking effects and allow degradation of the
whole image quality while preserving the significant details of an image [1].The rapid
development of high performance computing and communications opened up tremendous
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opportunities in the development of different telecommunication applications, Image compression
is the context where images of different sizes are compressed using different methodologies to
meet demand for ever growing bandwidth requirements.
Since Images can be regarded as two dimensional signals, many digital Image compression
techniques for one dimensional signal are extended to 2-D images to exploit the correlations
between the neighboring pixels to eliminate the redundancies. Traditional techniques of
compression aims at reducing the Coding, Interpixel and Psycho visual redundancies, [2]
additionally new soft computing technologies like Neural Networks are developed for image
compression owing to their features of Parallelism, Learning capabilities, Noise Suppression,
Transform extraction and Optimized Approximations which encouraged researchers to use
multiple combination techniques of wavelets and neural networks for image compression
applications.
Image compression techniques are basically Lossy and Lossless.Lossless image compression
techniques encode data exactly such that decoded image is almost identical to original image but
they are limited in terms of compression ratio [3]. Few lossless image compression techniques
are
i)

Run Length encoding

ii)

Huffman encoding

iii) LZW coding
iv) Area coding
Lossy image compression techniques encode an approximation of original image with good
compression ratios and less distortion in the reconstructed image. Lossy compression techniques
include transform coding, quantization and entropy encoding operations, In transform encoding
input image is mathematically transformed by separating image information on gradual spatial
variation of brightness from regions with faster variations in brightness at edges of the image
[3][4] Few lossy compression techniques are:
i)

Transformation Coding techniques

ii)

Vector quantization

iii) Fractal coding
iv) Block Truncation coding
v) Sub band coding
The proposed methodology of hybrid compression is a combination of both the lossy
compression and lossless compression techniques.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2, briefs the objective fidelity design metrics. Section
3, explains the Daubechies wavelet transform and Differential Pulse Code Modulation. In section
4, neural networks and backpropagation algorithm for training them are discussed. Section 5,
discusses the proposed hybrid methodology of image compression and decompression system.
Section 6, elaborates the Experimental results. Section 7 discusses the conclusion reached by
analysis.

2. DESIGN METRICS
Digital image compression techniques are normally analyzed with objective fidelity measuring
metrics like Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), Mean Square Error (MSE), Compression Ratio
(CR), Encoding time, Decoding time and Transforming time etc[2][5].
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2.1 Mean Square Error (MSE)
MSE for monochrome images is given by

1
N2

N

N

[ X (i, j)  Y (i, j)]

2

i

(1)

j

MSE for color images is given by

1 N N
{[r (i, j )  r * (i, j )]2  [ g (i, j )  g * (i, j )]2  [b(i, j )  b * (i, j )]2 }
2 
N i j

(2)

Where r (i, j), g (i, j) and b (i, j) represents the color pixels at location (i, j) of the original image.
r* (i, j), g* (i, j) and b*(i, j) represent the color pixel of the reconstructed image, while N x N
denotes the size of the pixels of the color images [2]
2.2 Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR)
Peak signal to Noise Ratio is the ratio between signal variance and reconstruction error variance.
PSNR is usually expressed in Decibel scale. The PSNR is a most common measure of the quality
of reconstructed image in case of image compression.

PSNR10log10

2552
MSE

(3)

Here 255 represent the maximum pixel value of the image, when the pixels are represented using
8 bits per sample. PSNR values range between infinity for identical images, to 0 for images that
have no commonality. PSNR is inversely proportional to MSE and compression ratio i.e PSNR
decreases as the compression ratio increases.
2.3 Compression Ratio (CR)
Compression ratio is defined as the ratio between the original image size and compressed image
size.

Com pression Ratio

OriginalIm ageSize
Com pressedIm ageSize

(4)

3. COMPRESSION TECHNIQUES
3.1 Wavelet Transforms
Wavelet transforms allow good localization in frequency and space, Wavelet transforms represent
image as a sum of wavelet functions with different locations and scales [18]. Wavelet transforms
are continuous and discrete. Continuous wavelet transforms are time consuming for long signals,
as the signal needs to be integrated at all times. Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is
implemented through sub band coding, it can localize signals in time and scale, the scaling
operation is done by changing the resolution of signal through sampling [10].
Often signal processing in time domain require frequency related information, Mathematical
transforms translate the information of signals into different forms. For example the Fourier
transforms converts the signals in both time domain and frequency domain, but they failed to
provide time specific frequency information however in Short Term Fourier Transform (STFT)
window based technique, different parts of the signal can be viewed specifically [13]. But in
accordance with the Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle, resolution gets worse in frequency
domain, if it is improved in time domain by zooming different sections. The power of wavelets
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comes from the use of multiresloution i.e. different parts of the wave are viewed through different
sized windows where high frequency parts in the signal use smaller windows to give good time
resolution while the low frequency parts use big windows to extract frequency information [5].
In case of wavelet decomposition,wavelet function represent the high frequency detail parts
clearly showing the Vertical, Horizontal and Diagonal details of the image while the scaling
function represent the low frequencies or smooth parts of the image clearly corresponding to the
approximation coefficients. If the number of high frequency coefficients are smaller than the
threshold values they can be set to zero without significantly changing the image, If the number of
zeros are greater, large compression can be achieved. If the threshold value is set to zero, then
the energy or the amount of information retained is 100% and the compression is said to be
lossless as the image can be reconstructed exactly. However, as more zeros are obtained more
energy is lost; hence a balance is required [18].
3.1.1 Daubechies Wavelets
A major problem in the development of wavelets during the 1980’s was the search for scaling
functions that are compactly supported, orthogonal and continuous. These scaling functions were
first constructed by Ingrid Daubechies, this construction amounts to finding the low pass filter h,
or equivalently, the Fourier series. Ingrid Daubechies invented compactly supported orthonormal
wavelets- thus making discrete wavelet analysis practicable [20].

Db 2

Db 6

Db 3

Db 7

Db 4

Db 8

Db 5

Db 9

Db 10

FIGURE 1: Wavelet Functions of Daubechies.

Daubechies wavelet transform signal is defined by the scaling and wavelet functions that are
expressed in terms of and β coefficients, respectively. Daubechies 1 represents same wavelet
as Haar wavelet.
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Daubechies wavelet transforms are defined similar to the Haar wavelet by obtaining running
averages and differences through scalar products with scaling signals and wavelets. For high
order Daubechies wavelets DbN, N denotes the order of wavelet and the number of vanishing
moments, Daubechies wavelets have the highest number (A) of vanishing moments for given
support width N=2A,The length of the wavelet transform is easy to put into practice using the fast
wavelet transform, the approximation and detail coefficients are of length[16] [21].
Floor (

) +N

(9)

If n is the length of f (t), this wavelet has balanced frequency responses but non-linear phase
responses. Wavelets with fewer vanishing moments give less smoothing effects and remove less
details, but wavelets with more vanishing moments produce distortions. Daubechies wavelets are
widely used to solve broad range of problems like for example, self-similarity Properties of a
signal or fractal problems, signal discontinuities etc. The wavelet functions of Daubechies family
are listed in fig.1, in which x-axis represents the time and y-axis represents the frequency.
3.2 Differential Pulse Code Modulation
Differential pulse code modulation (DPCM) [14] [15] is a signal encoder that uses the baseline of
pulse code modulation (PCM) but adds some functionality based on the prediction of signal
samples.Input to a DPCM is an analog or digital signal. If the input is a continuous time analog
signal, it needs to be sampled first so that a discrete time signal is the input to the DPCM
encoder. In DPCM, We transmit the difference e (n), between x (n) and its predicted value y (n)
but not the present sample x (n). At the receiver, we generate y (n) from the past sample value to
which the received x (n) is added to generate x (n). There is, however, one difficulty associated
with this scheme. At the receiver, instead of the past samples x (n-1), x (n-2)… as well as e(n),
we have their quantized version xs (n-1), xs (n-2),… This will increase the error in reconstruction.
In such a case, a better strategy is to determine y (n), the estimate of x s (n) (instead of x (n), at
the transmitter also from the quantized samples xs(n-1), xs(n-2),… The difference e (n)=x (n)-y (n)
is now transmitted via PCM. At the receiver, we can generate y (n), and from the received e (n),
we can reconstruct xs(n). [16]

FIGURE 2: DPCM Encoder.

The difference of the original image data, x (n), and prediction image data, y(n) is called
estimation residual, e(n). So

e (n) = x (n) – y (n)
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Is quantized to yield

eQ (n) = x (n) + q (n)

(11)

Where q (n) is the quantization error and eq (n) is quantized signal and

q (n) = eq (n) – e (n)

(12)
(13)

Here b is number of bits. Imax (Simg) max is maximum value of an image signal. The prediction
output y (n) is fed back to its input so that the predictor input x s (n) is

xs (n) = y (n) + eq (n)

(14)

=x (n) – e (n) + eq (n)
= x (n) + q (n)
This shows xs (n) is quantized version of x (n). The prediction input is indeed xs (n), as assumed
[19].

4. Artificial Neural Networks and LM Algorithm
Artificial neural networks pre-process the input patterns to produce patterns of sufficient
compression rates preserving the information security [6]. An artificial neural network is a
nonlinear system and powerful data modeling tool meant for solving optimization problems. Few
advantages of neural networks are, they are self adaptive and adjust themselves to the data, they
approximate any function with arbitrary accuracy, they are fault tolerant via redundant information
coding, and can retain their capabilities despite major network damage with minimum degradation
in the performance. Finally, neural networks model the real world complex relationships [7].

FIGURE 3: Basic Image Compression using ANN.

In case of a multilayered perceptron (MLP)type feed forward neural network architecture, number
of connections between any two layers is the summation of number of bias neuron connections of
the second layer (bias connections of a layer is equal to the number of layer neurons) and
product of total number of neurons in the two layers. If there are Ni neurons in the input layer, Nh
neurons in the hidden layer and No neurons in the output layer, total number of connections are
given by the equation:
Network Size :( Nw )= [( Ni*Nh )+Nh ]+[( Nh*No )+No ]

(15)

Levenberg-Marquardt (Backpropagation) algorithm [4] is a common supervised training methods
used for training the artificial neural networks which is based on error-correction learning rule.
Here the error propagation through the network involves a forward pass and a backward pass. In
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the forward pass the synaptic weights of the network are fixed, however, in the backward pass
the synaptic weights are adjusted in accordance with an error-correction rule. The Network is
trained by iterative updation of weights to minimize the mean square error. [8] The computed
error signal is then propagated backward to the lower layers and the synaptic weights of the
network are adjusted accordingly such that the error is decreased along the descent direction to
move the actual response of the network closer to the desired response. In case of neural
networks with more than one hidden layer, backpropagation algorithm converges slowly, as the
output is saturated due to the activation function used, and the descent gradient takes a very
small value, even if the output error is large, leading to a little progress in the adjustment of
weights. Learning rate and momentum factor are two parameters used for weights adjustments in
the direction of the descent to suspend oscillations [9].

5. IMAGE COMPRESSION/ DECOMPRESSION SYSTEM
The proposed architecture analyses the performance of Daubechies wavelet and Differential
Pulse Code Modulation based hybrid model using multiple neural networks for accurate
compression of images. Scalar quantization and Huffman encoding are also used as well to
eliminate the psychovisual and coding redundancies. Initially, the selected standard input image
is compressed by decomposing it twice using Daubechies (Db10) filter wavelet transforms to
generate the low frequency band approximation coefficients and the high frequency band detail
coefficients clearly showing the horizontal, vertical and diagonal details of the image after the two
levels of decomposition. The low frequency approximation coefficients in the second level are
now compressed using differential pulse code modulation encoder while the high frequency band
coefficients after both levels of decomposition are compressed in a parallel arrangement of
artificial neural networks of dimensions M-N-P where M, N, P represent the number of artificial
neurons in the Input layer, Hidden layer and the Output layer. Further compressed hidden layer
outputs of the five proposed neural networks are scalar quantized together and Huffman encoded
in combination with the DPCM output, this operation generates the overall compressed image
output. Decompression process involves the reverse operations of Huffman decoding, reverse
quantization; decompression in neural networks between hidden and output layers of the
respective neural networks, inverse DPCM operation or DPCM decoding and inverse Dabechies
filter wavelet transform operations to retrieve the reconstructed image.
Bench mark images circuit, lifting body, rice, testpat1 and Lena of different sizes ranging from 256
x 256 pixels down to 32 x 32 pixels are considered for analysis.
5.1 Image Encoding Scheme
Initially the selected bench mark image of size 256 x 256 is decomposed first using Daubechies
filter wavelet transform(Db2) to generate low frequency approximation coefficients A1 and three
high frequency detail coefficients H1, V1, D1 of resolutions 128 X 128 each,after the first level of
decomposition. The first level approximation coefficients so obtained are now decomposed at the
second level generating approximation coefficients A2 and three detail coefficients H2, V2, D2, of
resolutions 64 x 64 giving rise to a total of seven frequency bands after two level decomposition.
The first band high-scale low frequency approximation coefficients A2 contain significant
information while the low-scale, high frequency detail coefficients represent the second, third and
fourth bands respectively. Band1 low frequency approximation coefficients A2 are now
compressed using DPCM to reduce the inter pixel redundancy; DPCM predicts the value of
neighboring pixel based on the previous pixel information, the difference between current pixel
and predicted pixel is then given to an optimal quantizer which reduces the granular noise and
slope over load noise. Finally the error output is obtained from DPCM.
The second level decomposed low-scale, high frequency detail coefficients H2, V2, D2 are
encoded using three different multi layer Perceptron type feed forward neural networks of
dimensions 16-12-16. Similarly the first level decomposed low-scale, high frequency detail
coefficients H1, V1 are encoded using two different MLP type feed forward neural networks of
dimensions 16-8-16.Compression normally takes place between the input layer and hidden layer
of the selected neural network; the compressed hidden layers coefficients at the outputs of the
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five different neural networks are scalar quantized, the quantized bits in combination with DPCM
encoded data are further Huffman encoded to generate the compressed image, which can be
stored for the purpose of transmisson .
In the entire process of encoding and decoding operations the first level decomposed low-scale,
high frequency detail coefficients D1 are discarded for the current analysis since they contain no
useful data. Throughout the analysis all the artificial neural networks are trained with error
backpropagation algorithm or Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm.

FIGURE 4: Proposed Image Compression System Architecture.

5.2 Image Decoding Scheme
In the decoding process as shown in Fig. 5, the compressed image coefficients are decoded in
the Huffman decoder initially; the reconstructed bit streams are now split to separate the band1
high-scale low frequency approximation coefficients A2 and the remaining five bands of high
frequency detail coefficients H2, V2, D2, H1 and V2. The compressed low frequency band-1
coefficients are now fed to the inverse DPCM unit for decoding operation while band 2 to band 6
high frequency detail coefficients are reverse quantized and fed to the output layers of respective
neural networks for decoding purpose.Reconstructed sub band coefficients of inverse DPCM unit
and neural networks are reconstructed with Inverse Daubechies filter Wavelet Transform (IDWT)
operation to generate the desired reconstructed image.
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FIGURE 5: Proposed Image Decompression System Architecture.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Experiments are conducted on several standard bench mark images and the results of few of the
images are presented here.
Figures 6-10, as shown below contain four different images in each figure. They are arranged in
the order of top row and bottom row with two images in each row. They can be read as the
original input image and 2-Level wavelet compressed image in the top row starting from the left,
and the output image, error image in the bottom row from the left.
Measured objective fidelity metrics PSNR, MSE and CR for each image analysed after
experimentation are tabulated for relative analysis purpose.

TABLE 1: Results of Cameraman Image.

FIGURE 6: Circuit Image.
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Table 2. Results of Lifting Body

Image

FIGURE 7: Lifting Body Image.

TABLE 3: Results of Rice Image.

FIGURE 8: Rice Image.

TABLE 4: Results of Testpat1 Image.

FIGURE 9: Testpat1 Image.
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TABLE 5: Results of Lena Image.

FIGURE 10: Lena Image.

7. CONCLUSION
In proposed hybrid encoding and decoding scheme five bench mark input images Circuit, Lifting
Body, Rice, Testpat1 and Lena of size 256 x 256 are tested and analysed for variations in
objective fidelity metric measures PSNR, MSE, CR and Encoding time. It was observed that
Circuit image produced better PSNR of order 31.958; Testpat1 image has the merit of being
faster in performing the encoding operation and demerits of producing least PSNR and highest
MSE values.When compared to neural networks based image compression techniques, Wavelet
based image compression combined with DPCM and neural networks dramatically improve the
quality of reconstructed images.
The proposed methodology can be explored to obtain better metrics with more number of hidden
layers in the selected neural networks and varying the number of neurons in the hidden layers for
training the network properly for early convergence. The proposed architecture can be tested with
neural networks based on learning vector quantization and code book maintenanace technique,
arithmetic coding instead of Huffman encoding technique etc. This work can be further extended
to explore the possibilities of applying hybrid combination techniques for effective data, image
and video compression also.
There are many other existing and new wavelet functions, whose combination with other
methodologies can always create wonderful statistics.
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Abstract
Skin color provides a powerful cue for complex computer vision applications. Although skin color
detection has been an active research area for decades, the mainstream technology is based on
the individual pixels. This paper, which extended our previous work [1], presented a new regionbased technique for skin color detection which outperformed the current state-of-the-art pixelbased skin color detection technique on the popular Compaq dataset [2]. Color and spatial
distance based clustering technique is used to extract the regions from the images, also known
as superpixels followed by a state-of-the-art non-parametric pixel-based skin color classifier
called the basic skin color classifier. The pixel-based skin color evidence is then aggregated to
classify the superpixels. Finally, the Conditional Random Field (CRF) is applied to further improve
the results. As CRF operates over superpixels, the computational overhead is minimal. Our
technique achieved 91.17% true positive rate with 13.12% false negative rate on the Compaq
dataset tested over approximately 14,000 web images.
Keywords: Skin Color Detection, Bayes Classifier, Superpixels, MRF.

1. INTRODUCTION
Skin color provides a powerful cue in complex computer vision applications such as hand
tracking, face tracking, and pornography detection. Skin color detection is computationally
efficient yet invariant of rotation, scaling and occlusion. Which are the major reasons for its
popularity. The main challenges of skin color detection are illumination, ethnicity background,
make-up, hairstyle, eyeglasses, background color, shadows and motion [3]. Most of the skin color
detection problems could be overcome by using infrared [4] and spectral imaging [5]. However,
such systems are expensive as well as cumbersome to implement. Moreover, there are many
situations such as image retrieval on the internet where such systems cannot be used.
Most of the skin color detection techniques are pixel-based, which treat each skin or non-skin
pixel individually without considering its neighbors. However, it is natural to treat skin or non-skin
as regions instead of individual pixels. Hence, this research focuses on the region-based skin
color detection technique. Surprisingly, there are only few region-based skin detection techniques
[6], [7], [8] and [9]. Kruppa [7], Yang and Ahuja [6] searched for elliptical skin color shape to find
the face. Sebe [9] used fixed 3x3 pixel patches to train a Bayesian network, and Jedyank [8]
smoothed the results using hidden Markov model. This paper proposes a new technique purely
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based on the concept of regions, irrespective of the underlying geometrical shape. As such, this
technique can be easily integrated into any skin detection based system.
Our technique uses a segmentation technique called superpixel [10] and [11] to group the similar
color pixels together. Then each superpixel is classified as skin or non-skin by aggregating pixelusing the evidence obtained from a histogram based (also known as non-parametric) Bayesian
classifier similar to [2]. However, any suitable pixel-based or superpixel-based skin color
classification technique can be used. The result is further improved with Conditional Random
Fields (CRF) which operates over superpixels instead of individual pixels. Even though the
segmentation cost is an overhead over the pixel-based approach, it greatly reduces the
processing cost further down the line, such as smoothing with CRF. Besides aggregation of pixels
into regions helps to reduce local redundancy and the probability of merging unrelated pixels [12].
Since superpixels preserve the boundary of the objects, it helps to achieve accurate object
segmentation [13].
The presented technique not only outperforms the current state-of-the-art pixel-based skin color
detection techniques but also extracts larger skin regions while still keeping the false-positive rate
lower (see Table 1 and Figure 2), providing semantically more meaningful skin regions. This
could in turn benefit higher-level vision tasks, such as face, hand or human body detection.
Related work is discussed in section 2; section 3 presents the proposed region-based skin color
detection technique; experiments and results are discussed in section 4. Finally, we summarize
our work in section 5.

(a)

Original Image

(b)

After segmentation

(c)

Segmentation visualization

FIGURE 1: An example of superpixel segmentation. A five dimensional vector is used to extract the
superpixels: three RGB color channels and two positional coordinates of the pixel in the image.

2. RELATED WORK
Skin color detection has two important parts: one is color space selection and another is color
modeling. RGB: [14], [15], [16], [2], [9], HSV: [17], [18], [19], CIE-Lab: [20], [21], YCbCr: [22], [23],
and normalized RGB: [16] are popular color spaces, with RGB and HSV being the most
frequently used. CIE-Lab uniformly represents the color based on how two colors differ to the
human observer. HSV shows better results under varying illumination [3]. Most systems choose
RGB color space because the illumination variation can be eliminated by increasing sample size
[2]. Due to this reason the RGB color space is chosen in our experiments.
Skin color modeling techniques fall into three categories: explicitly defined skin region [24], nonparametric and parametric techniques. Histogram based Bayes classifier is a popular nonparametric modeling approach. Jones and Rehg [2] used RGB color space and histograms based
Bayes classifier and obtained 90% true positive rate with 14.5% false positive rate on
unconstrained web images, a dataset made up of approximately 14,000 images. On parametric
skin modeling technique, Gaussian mixture has been found to be producing the best result [25],
[26]. However, Jones and Rehg [2] showed that given enough samples, the histogram based
Bayes classifier technique is slightly better than Gaussian mixture. Neural Network [27], selforganizing map [16], Bayesian network [9] and a few other techniques have also been used for
skin color modeling.
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This paper presents a region-based skin color detection technique with no prior knowledge on the
geometric shape of the skin regions. The works of Yang and Ahuja [6], Kruppa [7], Jedyank [8]
and Sebe [9] are the closest to ours. However, Yang and Ahuja [6] used multi-scale
segmentations to find elliptical regions for face detection. Hence, their model is biased toward the
skin colored elliptical objects. Kruppa [7] also used a similar concept to find the elliptical regions
using color and shape information for the face detection. Sebe [9] used 3x3 fixed size pixel
patches. Our presented technique uses patches with varying sizes, which is purely based on the
image evidence, i.e. skin color in this case. Also, Jedyank [8] used hidden Markov model at pixel
level, while we use conditional random fields and operate on superpixel, as described in the
section 3.4.

3. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
We argue that skin is better presented as regions rather than individual pixels. The proposed
region-based approach has four major components: basic skin classifier (section 3.1), extraction
of regions called superpixels (section 3.2), superpixels classification (section 3.3), and a
smoothing procedure with conditional random fields (CRF) (section 3.4). Each step is discussed
in detail below.
3.1 Basic Skin Color Classifier
Any good skin color classification technique can be used as a basic skin color classifier. This
paper uses the histogram based Bayesian classifier similar to that of Jones and Rehg [2], a stateof-the-art skin color detection technique.
Learning Skin and Non-Skin Histograms: Densities of skin and non-skin color histograms are
learned from the Compaq dataset [2]. The Compaq skin color dataset has approximately 4,700
skin images and 9,000 non-skin images collected from free web crawling. It has images from all
ethnic groups with uncontrolled illumination and background conditions. The number of manually
labeled pixels is nearly 1 billion. Skin and non-skin histograms are obtained in RGB color space
with 32 bins for each color channel, exactly the same to the settings as in Jones and Rehg [2].
Equal numbers of skin images are randomly selected for training and testing. Similarly, equal
numbers of non-skin images are randomly selected for training and testing.
Bayesian Skin Classifier: Naive Bayes is used to build the skin and non-skin classifier. The
probability of a color being skin s given a color c, P(s|c), is given by
(1)
where, P(c|s) is the likelihood of a given color c being skin, P(s) is skin color prior and P(c) is
color prior. Similarly, the probability of a color being non-skin ns given a color c is given by
(2)
where, P(c|ns) is the likelihood of a given color c being non-skin and P(ns) prior for non-skin
color. Further P(c) could be calculated as following
(3)
P(c|s) and P(c|ns) are directly calculated from skin and non-skin histograms. Prior probabilities:
P(s) and P(ns) can also estimate from the total number of skin and non-skin samples in the
training dataset. However, for skin and non-skin classification, we can simply compare P(s|c) to
P(ns|c). Using equations (1) and (2), the ratio of P(s|c) to P(ns|c) can be simplified to
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(4)
Equation (4) can be threshold to produce a skin and non-skin classification rule. Further, P(s) and
P(ns) are also constant so this can be simplified as follows
(5)
where,

is a constant threshold value.

In the experiments, equation (5) is used to find the skin and non-skin probability for pixels. The
values of P(c|s) and P(c|ns) are directly looked-up from normalized skin and non-skin histograms
respectively.
3.2 Superpixels
A region or a collection of pixels is called a superpixel. A five dimensional vector is used to extract
the superpixels, three RGB color channels and two positional coordinates of the pixel, using the
quick shift [28] image segmentation algorithm. Superpixels generated from this approach vary in
size and shape. Hence the number of superpixels in each image is highly dependent upon the
complexity of the image. An image with low color variation will have a less number of superpixels
than an image with high color variation, as there is no penalty for boundary violation. Generally,
the concept of boundary is not used when extracting the superpixels, however different objects
have different texture or color which will implicitly act as boundaries. Figure 1 shows an example
of superpixels of an image. In our work we have used "the Superpixel extraction library" [29] for
superpixel segmentation.
3.3 Superpixel Classification
First, the pixel based skin color classifier defined on section 3.1 is used to classify the pixels of
the images. Then the probability of being skin for a given superpixel sp with N number of color
pixels c is defined as follows
(6)

Similarly, the probability of being non-skin for a given superpixel sp with N number of color pixels
c is defined as follows
(7)
3.4 Smoothing with CRF
Skin regions have varying size and shape, depending upon the camera angle, distance from the
camera and human body factors. Hence, to obtain smooth skin regions but still preserve the skin
and non-skin boundaries, it is necessary to introduce some constraints. Conditional Random
Field (CRF) provides a natural way of combining pairwise constraints. Color difference and length
of boundary between adjacent superpixels are used as pairwise constraints similar to Fulkerson
[13]. Optimum skin and non-skin labeling L of all superpixels S of an image is defined as follows
(8)
where is the weight of pairwise constraint, is the set of edges of superpixel, and i and j are
index nodes in superpixel level graph of an image.
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Color potential (
): The color potential captures the skin and non-skin probability of the
superpixel . We have used skin and non-skin probability for superpixel directly from superpixel
classification defined in the section 3.3 for color potential as follows
(9)
Edge and boundary potential (
defined similar to those of [13]

): Pairwise edge and boundary potential

is

(10)
Where,
is the shared boundary length and
difference between and superpixels.

is Euclidean norm of the color

Only one pairwise potential is used to make the system as simple as possible to show that
treating skin color with regions is more effective than with pixels. To improve the effectiveness of
our skin color detection technique, we could add more pairwise potentials similar to those in
Shotton [30]. This implementation has only one weighting factor , which is optimized using cross
validation. We use the multi-label graph optimization library of [31], [32] and [33] for the inference
of skin and non-skin regions. CRF graph is built on the superpixel level hence CRF optimization is
fast.

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Method

True Positive

False Positive

Jones and Regh (2002)
Our (Superpixel only)
Our (superpixel and
CRF)

90%
91.44%
91.17%

14.2%
13.73%
13.12%

TABLE 1: The Results of Pixel-based and Region-based Techniques.

Equal numbers of training and testing sets are randomly chosen from the Compaq dataset [2] and
same training and testing sets are used for all experiments. The Compaq dataset has
approximately 4,700 skin and 9,000 non-skin images, freely collected from the web. Basic pixelbased skin color classifier mentioned in section 3.1 achieves similar results to those in Jones and
Rehg [2]. We have used RGB bin size = 32 for each channels, and threshold constant = 1. It
roughly detects 90% skin color with 14.2% false positive rate.
Superpixel extraction using quick shift is controlled by three parameters: (i) the tradeoff between
spatial and color consistency, (ii) the deviation of density estimator, and (iii) maximum distance
in the quick shift tree. We have used = 2, = 6, and = 0:9 for our experiment. Which are
chosen using grid search as there is no explicit mechanism to preserve the skin boundaries; with
above selected parameters we have noticed that 97.43% skin pixels are correctly grouped into
superpixels with 0.35% false positive rate. Average size of the superpixels increases with the
larger value of and and vice versa. Lower value of gives importance to the spatial factor
while higher value gives importance to the color value. Average size of superpixels are larger
when is around 0.5. Skin color detection depends upon the values of the color channels, hence
higher importance is given to the color consistency in superpixel extraction. Besides experiments
show that the skin boundary is not well preserved with higher spatial importance. The average
size of superpixel is 65 in our experiments. However, the size of superpixels is not fixed and fully
depends on the complexity of the images.
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FIGURE 2: Comparison between pixel-based [2] and region-based skin color classification techniques. Left
column shows the original images. Middle column shows the result of pixel-based classification technique
and right column shows the result of region-based classification technique with CRF.

Table 1 shows the results for both the presented region-based technique and the current state-ofthe-art pixel-based skin color detection [2] on unconstrained illumination and background. The
region based technique without CRF has 91.44% true positive rate with 13.73% false positive rate
and with CRF has 91.17% of true positive rate with 13.12% false positive rate. Simply grouping
the pixel-based evidence onto superpixels increased the true positive rate by 1.44% and
decreased the false positive rate by 0.48%. This shows treating skin as a region yields better
results than using pixels only. Both results from the region-based techniques are better than the
pixel-based technique.
The results on figure 2 show the effectiveness of the region-based technique with CRF over pixelbased technique. Region-based technique first groups the skin and non-skin evidence from each
pixel into superpixels level using basic skin color classifier, which helps to remove noise. This is
the main reason why only grouping the pixel-based evidence into superpixels increases the true
positive rate by 1.44% and reduces the false positive rate by 0.5% (see table 1). Moreover, CRF
helps further extract larger smooth skin regions by exploiting neighboring color information and
boundary sharing between superpixels.
However, there are also some cases where region-based technique performs worse than pixelbased technique when we apply the CRF. Figure 4 and Figure 3 are such examples. Skin-like
looking pixels and high boundary sharing between skin and non-skin regions are the main reason
of the failure. However, we also experimented using the color difference constraint only on CRF
instead of both color difference and boundary sharing constraints and found that it performs
better when skin regions are very small and narrow. But overall CRF with both neighbor color
difference and length of boundary sharing constraints performed better. Figure 5 shows an
example where CRF with both neighbors color difference and length of boundary sharing
performs better than only with neighbors color difference.
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(a) Original image

(b) Pixel-based

(c) Region-based
without CRF

(d) Region-based with
CRF

FIGURE 3: This example shows the advantages of the region-based approach even without CRF (see sub
figures b and c). Sub figures c and d show the failure case when CRF is applied.

(a) Original image

(b) Pixel-based

(c) Region-based with
CRF

FIGURE 4: This example shows the failure of the region-based approach when border information is applied
in CRF smoothing.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
This paper presented a region-based skin color detection technique, which outperforms the
current state-of-the-art pixel-based skin color detection technique. Color and spatial distance
based clustering technique is used to extract the regions from the images, also known as
superpixels. In the first step, our technique uses the state-of-the-art non-parametric pixel-based
skin color classifier [2] which we call the basic skin color classifier. The pixel-based skin color
evidence is then aggregated to classify the superpixels. Finally, the Conditional Random Field
(CRF) is applied to further improve the results. As CRF operates over superpixels, the
computational overhead is minimal.
The proposed region-based technique achieved 91.44% true positive rate with 13.73% false
positive rate without CRF optimization and 91.17% true positive rate with 13.12% false positive
rate with CRF optimization. Grouping the pixel-based evidence into superpixels increased the
true positive rate by 1.44% and reduced the false positive rate by 0.48%. Moreover, the regionbased approach produced smoother results than the pixel-based techniques. Skin commonly
appears as regions of similar pixels, so treating skin as a region is advantageous over treating it
as an individual pixel. Due to the illumination, background reflection and other noise factors, pixel
values vary greatly and grouping them into a region helps to remove noise by collecting evidence
from neighboring pixels.
These results suggest that skin color detection should be region-based rather than pixel-based.
Furhter, by adding more constraints on the CRF similar to [30], the detection rate can be
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improved. Moreover, any better skin color classification technique can be used as our basic skin
color classification module and can be easily combined with our region-based skin color detection
framework defined in section 3 to improve the results.
Skin regions do not have the same color values; even the closest skin color pixels within
superpixels have different color values. Also, other skin-look-like objects exist. Hence, results can
be further improved using texture information. This is left for our future work.

(a) Original image

(b) Pixel-based

(c) Region-based CRF
with color information
only

(d) Region-based CRF
with color and border
information

FIGURE 5: Example shows the failures of region-based approach when only a color difference constraint is
used on CRF optimization.
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Abstract
Handwritten Hindi text recognition is emerging areas of research in the field of optical character
recognition. In this paper, a segmentation based approach is used to recognize the text. The
offline handwritten text is segmented into lines, lines into words and words into character for
recognition. Shape features are extracted from the characters and fed into SVM classifier for
recognition. The results obtained with the proposed feature set using SVM classifier is very
challenging.
Keywords: Handwritten Hindi Text, Segmentation, Shape Based Features, Recognition Rate,
SVM Classifier.

1. INTRODUCTION
Devanagari is the script for writing Hindi language. Hindi is the official language of India. Offline
handwritten Hindi text recognition is need of the hour due to large number of application of Hindi
OCR. Development of handwritten OCR is very difficult due to different writing styles of the
individuals. The techniques developed for recognition of printed characters can not be directly
applied on Handwritten text. Due to large number of characters and presence of half characters
makes the recognition process even more complex.
There are mainly two approaches for recognition of text- Holistic approach and segmentation
based approach. Due to different writing styles of writers and various shapes of characters it is
very difficult to use the holistic approach. We have used the segmentation based approach to
develop the recognition system for handwritten Hindi text.
Further the paper is divided into following sections- section 2 discussed the related work, section
3 explains the database taken for experimental work, section 4 is about proposed technique used
for the recognition of handwritten Hindi text, section 5 discusses the results and last section is
about future scope. References are given at the end of the paper.

2. PRELIMINARIES
A lot of work has been done in the past on recognition of printed Hindi text and Hindi numeral
recognition. A few research reports are available in the field of handwritten text recognition. Most
of the work done in handwritten Hindi text recognition is on recognition of isolated characters. To
the best of author’s knowledge, no commercial OCR for handwritten Hindi text is available, yet.
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A good survey about OCR is given in [1]. The performance of any classifier depends upon the
quality of features fed into it. A very good survey about recognition of Devanagari script is given in
[2]. It is mentioned in this paper that a lot of research has been done in the past in the recognition
of printed text and isolated characters of handwritten Devanagari text, but only few research
reports are available on recognition of handwritten text. Work on recognition of printed devanagar
text is explained by veena bansal in [3].
A good survey about feature extraction is given in [4]. Trier et al. [5] present an interesting survey
of feature extraction method for off-line recognition of segmented characters. The authors
describe important aspects that must be considered before selecting a specific feature extraction
method.
To the best of author’s knowledge, no commercial OCR for handwritten Hindi text is available,
yet. The structural and statistical features are very useful for character recognition [6].
In [7], Hanmandlu et al. had used Fuzzy model based techniques for recognition of Handwritten
Hindi Characters and the recognition rate of 90.65% was reported at character level.
In [8], Kumar and Singh had used Zernike moments for recognition of Devnagari handwritten
characters and reported recognition rate of 80%. Shaw et al.[9] worked on recognition of
handwritten devnagari words using segmentation approach.
The work on line segmentation, consonant segmentation, upper modifier segmentation and lower
modifier segmentation in Handwritten Hindi text were explained by us in [10, 11]. The algorithm for
segmentation of Half characters in handwritten Hindi text is explained in [12]. We have explained a
method based on structural features for segmentation of half characters in handwritten Hindi text.
Recognition of non compound handwritten Devanagari characters using MLP and minimum edit
distance is explained in [13].

3. DATABASE
All experiments were conducted on database constructed by taking handwritten data from fifteen
writers. Documents are scanned at 300 dpi. The handwritten documents were reduced in size in
paint to 35% to increase the speed of execution. The percentage of stretching of the document in
horizontal and vertical direction was same. The sample database is shown in figure 1.
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FIGURE 1: Sample Database.

4. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE
Handwritten Hindi text written by different persons was scanned and binarized in Matlab.
Segmentation of the text was performed in the following sequence:1. Text was segmented into lines.
2. Lines were segmented into words.
3. Upper modifiers were segmented from words.
4. Lower modifiers were segmented from words.
5. Consonants, half characters, matras and joint characters were segmented from words.
The techniques used for segmentation was explained in [6][7]. The strip wise vertical projection
method was used for line segmentation. Word segmentation was done using vertical projection
method. For character segmentation after upper and lower modifier removal from the word, a
header line was detected again for each word and then vertical projection along with other
constraints for joining characters were used for segmentation. Segmentation of text is very
tedious task. The segmentation error propagates to recognition and reduces the recognition rate.
Holistic approach was not used due to heavy character set and large number of compound
characters available in handwritten Hindi text.
After segmentation, feature extraction was another tedious task performed on each character.
The recognition rate of characters mainly depends upon the correctness of the features used for
recognition. The efforts were made on the correctness of the features. The shape based features
were extracted by applying many heuristics depending upon the shape of the character for each
feature. The programming was done to extract each feature by applying many heuristics to make
the feature unique for each character.
Total 59 features are selected to make a unique feature set for recognition of handwritten Hindi
text. After carefully analyzing the characters set of Hindi language, different features are selected.
Feature set include bars (End bar, Middle bar), end points, loops, crossings, presence of
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particular horizontal and vertical lines, groves, curves and projection profiles in front, back, bottom
and top of the character.
Many heuristics are applied in the extraction of each feature. The heuristics are applied to
differentiate similar shaped characters. Some of the similar shaped characters are given in table
2.
Total 41 characters are considered for character recognition. These are most commonly used
characters of handwritten Hindi text shown in figure 2.

FIGURE 2: Most Commonly Used Characters.

5. RESULTS
The results obtained with shape based features and SVM classifiers are given in table 1.
Ten samples of each character are used for training the classifier. For 41 characters 410 samples
are used for training purpose. All the other characters are used for testing purpose.
TABLE 1: Recognition Accuracy of Characters.

No of characters % of characters
correctly recognized
(including
segmentation errors)

% Accuracy of
Characters
recognized from
correctly segmented
characters

2016

89.6

76.4

The errors in segmentation propagate to recognition. The overall recognition rate is less due to
segmentation errors. The recognition rate obtained from correctly segmented characters is
89.6%, which is very promising. Some of the similar shaped characters which create confusion
during recognition are given in table 2.
Till now most of the work is done on recognition of isolated characters. The feature set for
isolated characters can not be directly applied on the handwritten text.
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TABLE 2: Similar Shaped Characters.

S No.

Character

1.

p

2

tt
a

9

s

10

13

m
e

adh
th

12

sh

r

8

11

t

r

6

7

f
l

4

5

Jai

k

3

Confused with

dh
m

j

ch

n

b

d

b

s

kh

Similar characters like r ‘
’,g‘
’and sh ‘
’ are very much confusing and difficult to
recognize. They can be recognized with the help of complete word only. Also characters ch
‘

’ , jai ‘

’ and p ‘

’are very much confusing due to different writing style used by the
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different writer’s. Characters m ‘
’ and bhh ‘
’ are very similar in shape. If the upper left
loop of character ‘bhh’ is very small and merges with the character than it looks like character ‘m’.
Shapes of these characters are very similar and minor differences in shapes are difficult to detect
even with human eye. These types of problems can be solved during post processing stage.
The obtained results can not be compared with the literature work because most of the work
available in literature is on recognition of isolated characters. The results of recognition of
handwritten text can not be compared with the results of recognition of isolated characters due to
non availability of standard database for handwritten Hindi text. The results obtained in our work
are still comparable with results of recognition of isolated handwritten Hindi characters.

6. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
From the results it is clear that shape based features and SVM classifier are very useful to
develop an OCR for handwritten Hindi text. The segmentation errors affect the recognition rate.
The similar shaped characters creates problem in recognition. The post processing can reduce
the errors in recognition that occur due to similar shaped characters and improve the recognition
rate. The efforts can be made in the future in the following direction:
1) Segmentation techniques can be improved to reduce the segmentation errors and recognition
rate.
2) More features can be added in the feature set to differentiate similar shaped characters.
3) Other classifiers can be tried with shape based features.
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Abstract
Cyclone cloud intensity analysis is conducted to study the evolution of a cyclone storm mainly
using two approaches, namely: wind field analysis and pattern recognition. Of the pattern
recognition based approaches , the Dvorak technique has been a pioneering effort which is
widely used today. However, the Dvorak technique is subjective, as it relies on human judgment
and is, therefore, error prone. Efforts have been described in the literature to automate the
classification process. In this paper, we describe our efforts to perform a semi-automatic
computer analysis of the cyclone cloud intensity evolution pattern which compares preprocessed
visible (VIS) and enhanced infra-red (EIR) satellite images with the corresponding prototype
Dvorak patterns using Elliptic Fourier Descriptors (EFD) and Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
techniques. This novel approach is simple and intuitive and is robust to noise, and at the same
time provides classification in cases where the cyclone exhibits fluctuations during its evolutionary
cycle.
Keywords: Cyclone Cloud Intensity, Dvorak Technique, Elliptic Fourier Descriptors, PCA, Spiral
Band.

1. INTRODUCTION
A Tropical Cyclone (also known as hurricane / typhoon) is an area of low atmospheric pressure
characterized by rotating and converging winds and ascending air, with the central core being
warmer than the surrounding atmosphere. The evolution of the cyclone is manifest as changing
cloud intensity patterns, with the development of a central eye at an early stage of its evolution
surrounded by spiraling cloud bands of varying intensity. The cyclone then intensifies, matures
and finally dissipates. At each stage of its evolutionary sequence, the cyclone is characterized by
a set of physical parameters related to wind intensity, as well as characteristic cloud intensity
patterns obtained from Visible (VIS) and Enhanced Infra-Red (EIR) images obtained using
satellite technology. Hence, there are two approaches to TC intensity determination: namely
pattern matching and wind field analysis [1,2]. In this note we will describe our attempts in the
study of cyclone cloud intensity patterns from VIS and EIR images. A pioneering effort in
comprehensive pattern recognition based analysis for estimating tropical cyclone intensity from
satellite imagery can be attributed to Dvorak [3] for visible and, later EIR [4] images. The latter
set of images wears the additional advantage that intensity estimates can be made at night.
Dvorak describes the evolution of the cyclone through the various stages of evolution, viz.,
formation from a disorganized cloud structure through intensification, maturity and finally
dissipation using different cloud intensity templates, as depicted in Figure 1. Satellite images are
matched by visual inspection with these templates to obtain a classification using a characteristic
number referred to as T-number. There are eight different T-numbers for the different stages.
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However, Dvorak's technique [5] is based on human judgement, requires expert training and is
thus, subjective. Hence, there have been a number of attempts to automate this analysis
procedure over the past three decades. This paper presents a semi-automated approach to
classify cyclone images based on Dvorak's technique.

2. PREVIOUS WORK
The pattern recognition based approaches can be broadly classified into three categories. The
earlier approaches focussed on the location of the cyclone eye. These include Griffin et. al. [6]
who have defined the geometric centre of the TC eye wall. Wood [7] used an axi-symmetric
hurricane vertex flow model to locate the ideal TC. Using Doppler velocity data, a TC is identified
by locating areas with cyclonic shear, and its center is then located by the identification of
extreme Doppler velocity value duplex. However, this method only works well for an ideal TC.
Later approaches in this category include those of Tsang et. al. [8] and Pao and Yeh [9]. Tsang
et al. [8] suggested morphology operations like erosion and region growing to automatically locate
the TC center but their approach is limited to TCs whose main bodies are the most significant
characteristics of circle regions. Using infrared and visible time series satellite images, Pao and
Yeh [9] have attempted to locate the center of the typhoon and segment it from the background
using morphology operations and statistical image classification methods. Some other distinctive
features from slices of typhoon satellite cloud images, especially the rotation feature of wind
movement vector were also found.
Another set of approaches involved the extraction of the contours of the dominant cyclone and
compared with templates either generated from modeling based on the spiral helix equation or
from prototype images. The works of Lee et. al. [10], Lee et. al. [11], Lui et. al. [12], Zhang et. al.
[13] and Pineros et. al. [14], fall into the category of matching with prototype images. Lee
et.al.[10] proposed a neural oscillatory elastic graph matching (NOEGM) model, for automatic TC
pattern identification and track mining. The procedure is comprised of three steps, feature
extraction, segmentation of cyclone contours using neural oscillators and elastic graph matching.
This procedure could not develop a high level data mining and pattern prediction model by the
generation of the time dependent relationship of the TC templates based on the past TC cases.
Therefore they (Lee et. al.[11]) have proposed another elastic graph dynamic link model
(EGDLM) based on the elastic contour matching to automate Dvorak technique. Lui et al. [12]
proposed the use of angle features and time warping for TC forecast. The Gradient Vector Flow
(GVF) snake model is applied to extract the contour points a tropical cyclone from the satellite
image. Similarity among Dvorak templates and the candidate cyclone were retrieved using angle
features found among the successive contour points. Zhang et. al. [13] extended the model of
artificial ant colony (AAC) to continuous space by aid of multi-kernel Gaussian functions. The
whirling shapes of real unclear typhoon eyes are simulated by snake contour boundaries.
However, the stability of calculation, the selection of an effective initial Gaussian kernel and its
deviation need to be improved. In addition, the performance of Gaussian parameter calculations
may limit the number of selected kernels. Pineros et. al. [14] propose a technique using gradient
vectors for obtaining features associated with shape and dynamics of cloud structures in
cyclones. This method was not able to characterize intensity curves of some systems which
exhibit extremely strong oscillations on time frames of 18–20 hours that overwhelm the intensity
trend.
The third category, which is an extension of the second category, uses gradient vectors along
the contours of the cyclone pattern. Contour matching based on the mathematical modeling of the
spiral band of the cyclone is also performed. Wong et. al. [15] modelled the spiral rain-band of a
TC by a polar equation given below, in which all vectors are tangents to the logarithmic spiral
θcot (α)

R=ae

(1)

where (R, θ) are the polar co-ordinates at any point R is radial coordinate and θ the angular
coordinate, a determines the rate of growth of the spiral, and α (pitch angle ) is the angle between
the radial line and the tangent to the spiral at (R, θ ). Cot (α) is the rate of change of R w.r.t. θ per
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unit R. Templates generated by the estimated parameters are then used to match against radar
images at plausible latitude– longitude positions. By using a genetic algorithm suggested by Yip
and Wong [16] this method is automated by Wong et. al. [17]. Such a model may be unsuitable if
images are sampled infrequently, or when TCs are rapidly moving. In another paper Wong et. al.
[18] introduced a method of finding the centers of circulating and spiraling vector field patterns
that can handle vector fields with multiple centers and is robust against noise. However, some
vector field parameters must be defined beforehand, which limits the method’s applicability. Wei
and Jing [19] have also performed optimization of the spiral band model. Also, a novel Spiral
Band Model (SBM) is designed to extract and describe the spiral pattern of a spiral
band which spirals out from a TC's center.
Although Fourier descriptors have been used extensively for boundary description, matching and
recognition, no work appears to have been done in using Fourier Descriptors or Elliptic Fourier
Descriptors (EFD) for decomposing cyclone cloud intensity shapes. Abidi and Gonzalez [20]
have decomposed time varying shapes associated with cells of tornadic thunderstorms using
EFD. These time varying shapes evolve rapidly, in a matter of a few seconds. In this work we
only use primary, EIR and VIS patterns. The next sections outline the Methodology, followed by
Results and Discussion and finally some Concluding Remarks and Future Work.

3. METHODOLOGY
Satellite images of several cyclones /hurricanes/typhoons spanning over two decades have been
used for the study. Of these 252 images, 227 are EIR images and 15 are visible images. As
depicted in the flowchart of Figure 2, the input images are first pre-processed followed by shape
analysis in the post-processing stage.
3.1 Pre-processing
In the pre-processing step, image enhancement and filtering is applied to obtain high quality
images.A median filter is used to remove additive noises. In order to separate the target image (
dominant cyclone ) from the background, segmentation is performed. The segmentation,
binarization, opening and hole filling operations are carried out subsequently, following Guo et.
al.'s [21] methodology for galaxy image segmentation. This is done using Otsu's [22]
thresholding which separates the predominant cyclone from the background. Otsu's algorithm
for automated thresholding is a popular choice in 2D scenes because it is simple to implement,
easy to use and gives satisfactory results in 2D when number of pixels in each class are close
to each other. A small offset ranging from -0.2 to 0.3 was given in some cases to improve the
visual quality of the results. After binarization, an opening operation was performed to remove
neighboring cloud disturbances from the dominant cyclone (to be referred to as the region of
interest or ROI ). A hole filling operation was then performed for boundary extraction. The
boundary can then be chain coded using the Freeman code [23] for segmentation purposes.
This chain coding procedure is implemented as part of the SHAPE package to be described
below.
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FIGURE 1: Typical Dvorak templates for cyclone cloud intensity patterns (from [35]).

3.2 Post Processing
The second part of our procedure is the post-processing part which involves shape analysis. For
this purpose we use the SHAPE software package developed by Iwata ans Ukai [24]. SHAPE is
an open-source software that was originally used for the analysis of biological shapes. This
package extracts the contour shape from a full color bitmap image, delineates the contour shape
with Elliptic Fourier Descriptors and finally performs the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of
the EFDs for summarizing the shape information. The package, SHAPE is open source and easy
to use as a researcher can analyze 2 D shapes on a personal computer without special
knowledge about procedures related to the method. However, in the following, details of the
processes involved will be described below, for completeness. It may also be noted in passing
that, SHAPE is characterized by the following features: (1) the packaged programs are easily
operated with the aid of a graphical user interface (GUI); (2) No special computer devices for
image processing are required; (3) A large number of samples (say 1,000) can be treated; (4)
The scores of principal components are stored in tabbed text format files and can be easily
exported for analysis by other software; and (5) The variations in shape accounted for by the
principal components can be visualized and printed out.
SHAPE essentially performs the following operations on our images: After noise reduction, the
closed contour is extracted by edge detection. The contours of the cyclone cloud shapes
(candidate images) are then encoded in the Freeman chain code form and then approximated
with the coefficients of Elliptic Fourier Descriptors. (EFD). The coefficients of the EFDs are
normalized to be invariant with respect to size, rotation and starting point.
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is then performed to reduce dimensionality, based on the
variance-covariance matrix of scores. He scores of derived principal components are also
calculated and stored in text format files which were used for quantitative analysis. SHAPE also
visualizes shape variations accounted for by each principal component. Reconstructed contours
can be printed. The classification is performed with the help of PCA. There are 6 classes of
prototype images images used for the classification of both for EIR and VIS images,
corresponding to T-numbers T1.5, T2.5 etc., increasing in steps of unit T numbers. There are 252
candidate images of which 227 are EIR images which were classified. Since there are at most
three to five spiral turns due to the banding effect of the cyclones, we have used five harmonics,
although for our results, results converged for three harmonics.
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FIGURE 2: Flowchart for the Proposed Algorithm.
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Cyclone Name

Number of
Images

Number of
Images Whose
Computed Tnumbers are in
Agreement with
Indian
Meteorological
Department (IMD)

Percentage (%)
Agreement

Comments

Aila

29

28

96.55

Excellent

Bijli

50

35

70

Fairly Good

Phyan

24

19

79.2

Fairly Good

Rashmi

14

10

71.42

Fairly Good

Ward

4

4

100

Excellent

TABLE 1: Comparison of calculated table numbers with IMD T-numbers.

Cyclone
Name

Number
of
Images

Emily
Andrew
Roxanne
Nargis
Irene
Others
(Elida,
Jeanne,
Darby,
Flossie)

9
4
10
7
9
4

Number of Images Whose
Computed T-numbers are
in Agreement with Cyclone
Evolution Trend
8
3
7
6
8
3

Percentage
(%) Agreement

Comments

89
75
70
86
88
75

Very Good
Fairly Good
Fairly Good
Very Good
Very Good
Fairly Good

TABLE 2: Comparison of Calculated T-numbers with Cyclone Evolution Trend.

A similar procedure is repeated for prototype images corresponding to the Dvorak [3,4] templates.
The Euclidean distances between the score value of candidate images we have used and the
prototype images are then computed. The best match corresponds to the minimum Euclidean
distance between the candidate and prototype image, and the T-number obtained from the
prototype image is taken to be the T-number of the candidate image.
After chain coding using the Freeman code [23] , SHAPE then approximates the cyclone contours
using Elliptic Fourier Descriptors (EFD) proposed by Kuhl and Giardina [25] , who claim that
there are several advantages of EFDs over standard Fourier descriptors. Firstly, integration and
Fast Fourier transforms are not required. Moreover, bounds on the accuracy of image contour
reconstruction are easy to specify. In addition, EFDs provide a convenient and intuitively pleasing
procedure of normalizing a Fourier contour representation. The steps that have been followed for
obtaining EFDs in SHAPE have been outlined below (Yoshioka et.al. [26]).
Each contour is represented as a sequence of x and y coordinates of ordered points that are
measured counter-clockwise from an arbitrary starting point. Assume that the contour between
the (i-1)-th and the i-th chain coded points is linearly interpolated, and that the length of the
contour from the starting point to the p-th point and the perimeter of the contour are denoted by tp
and L, respectively. The quantity tp is defined as:
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(2)
and

L=t

K.

Here Δti and K are the distances between the (i - 1)-th and the i-th points and the total number of
the chain-coded points on the contour, respectively. One point to note is that the K-th point is
equivalent to the starting point. The x and y coordinates of the p-th point are
(3)
And

(4)

where Δxi and Δyi are the distances along the x and y axes between the (i - 1)-th and the i-th
point. Thus, the elliptic Fourier expansions of the coordinates on the contour are

and

(6)

with summation n=1, …, ∞, and an, bn, cn, and dn being the Elliptic Fourier coefficients of the n-th
harmonic and P being the period. As said earlier the coefficients of an elliptic Fourier descriptor
[20],[25], are not invariant in size, rotation, shift and starting point of chain-coding about a
contour, the Fourier coefficients are standardized (Yoshioka et al. 2008). Let the standardized
coefficients of the n-th harmonic be an**, bn**, cn** and dn**. Then,

(7)

Where

and
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In the above equations, E* is the distance between the centre point (A0, C0) and a specific point
(xq, yq), and ψ is the spatial rotation angle. These two parameters are for the size invariance and
the rotation invariance. θ is a parameter for chain-code starting point invariance. This
standardization makes an**, bn**, cn** and dn** independent of the size, rotation, shift and chaincode starting point of a contour. The coefficients of the EFDs are thus, subsequently normalized
to be invariant with respect to the size, rotation, and starting point, with the procedure based on
the ellipse of the first harmonic. The normalized coefficients of the EFDs can still not be used
directly as shape characteristics because the number of coefficients is generally very large and
the morphological meaning of each coefficient is difficult to interpret separately and so, Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) is to be performed.
Principal component analysis is effective for summarizing the information of the variations
contained in the coefficients. The scores of the derived principal components are also calculated
and stored in text format files, which can be provided as input files for the various subsequent
analysis. Then scores of the derived principal components are calculated. Then, score values for
the Principal component for candidate images and model images are calculated. Then the
Euclidean distance between a particular candidate image and all the model images are calculated
and the best match is chosen.. This process was performed both for candidate and prototype
images.

4. RESULTS
The images that we have used in our study include image sequences (i.e. images depicting
successive stages of evolution of the cyclone) of cyclone Ward , cyclone Aila, cyclone Phyan , as
well as images of hurricane Emily, hurricane Andrew, hurricane Roxanne, Nargis and individual
images of hurricanes Elida, Jeanne, Darby and Flossie. Some images of the recent hurricane,
Irene have also been been included in our study.
Input images are first digitized and subsequently Otsu's method is applied with a small offset
ranging from -0.2 to 0.3 to threshold the images. Then morphological opening operation is applied
with the structuring element of disk shaped with a radius of 60 pixels. This is followed by a hole
filling operation to enable boundary extraction. Figure 3 depicts images of cyclone Ward,
hurricanes Emily, Andrew and Roxanne (first column) and the images after Otsu thresholding
(column 2), morphological opening (column 3) and hole filling (column 4), respectively.
During the post-precessing stage, the software package SHAPE extracts contours and assigns
chain codes to the contours. Then EFDs are extracted followed by PCA. PCA results of
candidate images are compared with PCA results of prototype images corresponding to the
Dvorak templates. Best matches correspond to the minimum Euclidean distance between
candidate and prototype images. Figure 4 gives principal components for Andrew (EIR T1.5) and
Emily (VIS T1.5) with the template images with which they are matched.
Results obtained will be discussed under two categories. In the first category, our results will be
compared with the T-numbers estimated by meteorological experts. In the second category, we
correlate our results with reports of cyclone evolution trends. In the second set of experiments, T
numbers of the cyclones were determined with the algorithm described above and compared with
the description of the cyclone evolution given in the reports, since some cyclones have been
described with the help of the Saffir Simpson Hurricane Scale (SSHS) a gradation scheme for
hurricanes, based on wind field analysis. This set of experiments have been conducted on
hurricanes Emily, Andrew, Roxanne, Irene and Nargis image sequences, as well as as individual
images of Darbie, Elida, Flossie and Jeanne.
Cyclone Ward [27] formed and intensified to storm status and further intensified to cyclone
status before finally weakening due to wind shear and eventually dissipating. Cyclone Nargis [28]
formed and quickly intensified to severe storm status before weakening and dissipating. Table 1
gives the comparisons of the T-numbers obtained using our methodology with the data for the
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cyclones obtained from the Indian Meterological Department (IMD). Hurricane Emily [29] formed
and intensified to cyclone status and again fluctuated from moderate to severe cyclone storm
status before weakening and finally dissipating. Our analysis indicates an increase of T number
from 1.5 to 4.5, followed by a subsequent decrease to 3.5, an increase to 6.5 and finally a fairly
stable period with T number of 5.5, followed by another increase to 6.5 and finally, a gradual
decrease. This fluctuation corroborates with the report [29]. Hurricane Andrew [30] also followed
a similar pattern of fluctuations after formation and intensification to storm status and eventually
dissipating. Hurricane Roxanne had a confusing formation [31] and fluctuated frequently
between low intensity and severe cyclone storm status before finally dissipating. Such behaviour
patterns of cyclone storms indicate irregularities and deviations from a model cyclone evolution
pattern, as is true of any natural phenomena. The cyclones had been assigned categories based
on the SSHS scheme at different stages. The T-numbers corresponding to each of these
categories can be obtained from conversion tables and the T-numbers thus obtained give an
indication of the cyclone evolution trend. We compared our results with the T-numbers obtained
from these conversion values. In Table 2, we compare our results with the values obtained from
this cyclone evolution trend (obtained from reports on the Internet [32]) . Table 3 provides
calculations for obtaining the Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) and Table 4 provides the
Confusion Matrix for the T-numbers that we have classified versus the T-numbers manually
assigned. This table gives an indication of the true and false classification rates. Figure 8 shows
the ROC curve with TP indicating True Positive and FP indicating False Positive. The Area Under
the Curve of the ROC curve (Figure 5) was 0.8278 indicating an 82.78% agreement with
predicted values.
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FIGURE 3: Images of Ward, Emily, Andrew and Roxanne after image preprocessing in rows 1-4, respec
-tively.

Our proposed methodology falls under the second category. As with other approaches under this
category, we preprocess the images using noise removal, Otsu thresholding, morphological
operations like opening and filling, as appropriate. After preprocessing we use the SHAPE
package for boundary extraction, chain coding, use of the EFD and PCA analysis, after which
comparisons are made between the candidate and prototype (Dvorak template) images. Hence
our matching procedure is based on shape descriptors. It may be mentioned here that, SHAPE
can convert a color image to a binary image, remove noise and perform thresholding before
boundary extraction and subsequent operations that we have used the package for.
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T-number

Total number of
Total number of
images matched with
images
the original T-number mismatched with
(TP)
the original Tnumber (FP)

Cumulative Rate
TP

FP

T1.5

11

1

0.0558

0.0256

T2.5

110

22

0.614

0.564

T3.5

35

9

0.792

0.821

T4.5

18

2

0.883

0.872

T5.5

13

4

0.949

0.974

T6.5

11

1

1.0

1.0

Total

197

39

TABLE 3: Calculation of Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC).

Predicted Class
Actual
Class

T1.5

T2.5

T3.5

T4.5

T5.5

T6.5

T1.5

11

1

0

0

0

0

T2.5

12

107

5

3

0

0

T3.5

0

3

35

5

1

0

T4.5

0

0

1

15

1

0

T5.5

0

0

2

2

13

1

T6.5

0

1

0

0

0

9

TABLE 4: Confusion Matrix for the Algorithm.

5. DISCUSSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper describes a novel approach to study the evolution of cyclones using both VIS and EIR
satellite images of cyclone cloud intensity patterns. As discussed earlier, there are broadly three
categories of pattern matching analysis of cyclones. The first approach focuses on the extraction
of the eye. Most of the earlier approaches and also some later approaches fall under this
category. The second and third categories involve a segmentation procedure after image preprocessing to extract cyclone cloud intensity contours. Subsequently, efforts in the second
category attempt to match these images with Dvorak prototypes using soft computing techniques
like neural networks, genetic algorithms, ant colony optimization, etc.,. Another set of
approaches under this category involve generating gradient vectors or angle features at
different points along the contour and matching these features with prototypes. The third category
involves fitting the contours to curves generated from mathematical models (e.g. logarithmic helix,
spiral band, etc.,).
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5.1 Comparison with Other Work
The location of the cyclone “eye” is important as the very existence and metamorphosis of the
cyclone is dependent on its presence, and hence, the detection of the eye does play an important
role in cyclone evolution analysis. However, the typical cyclone contour is “comma” shaped and
so the degree of spiralling of the curved band is indicative of the different stages of evolution of
the cyclone and thus, the approaches of the second and third categories provide a clearer picture
of the cyclone evolution. Mathematical models provide exact shapes, but cyclones being natural
phenomena do not always correspond to regular curves. So an empirical image matching
scheme with prototypes could give a good estimate of cyclone evolution trends. Our correct
classification rate of 83% percent compares favorably with the other techniques in all these
categories. Lee and Liu [11] have claimed an overall accuracy of 82% and found that EIR images
give better results because of a better spiral pattern. Their earlier effort [10] yield an overall value
86% for track intensity mining but their efficiency depended on the inter-relationship of successive
pictures. Pao and Yeh [9] claimed a correct classification rate of 82% while locating the center
and contour of the typhoon. Pineros et. al. [14] achieved correlation rates ranging between 8286% with the highest being for instances where the maximum hurricane strength was achieved.
Liu et. al. [12] achieved a 10% (72.41%) improvement of human visual justification (62.86%).
The methodology that we have proposed has not been used previously, to the best of our
knowledge. In an earlier attempt [33] we have used a different preprocessing technique involved
a classical edge extraction template followed by erosion and dilation. However, edge detectors
produce broken contours and so we have replaced [34] this earlier methodology with a filling
algorithm to produce closed contours before performing boundary extraction followed by Freeman
chain code implementation that is available in SHAPE. This has improved the results by 16%.
The use of Elliptic Fourier Descriptors has several advantages over Fourier descriptors.
Integration or use of fast Fourier techniques are not required and bounds on the accuracy of the
image contour representation are easy to specify.
EFDs are convenient and Fourier contour representations can be conveniently normalized and is
thus useful for the analysis of well defined 2D contours. Dvorak templates are widely used and
we have also used them as they capture the essence of the intensity patterns effectively. As
EFDs involve the use of many coefficients, PCA is used to reduce the dimensionality. In the
earlier attempt [33] we had used 20 harmonics in the PCAbased classification , but because there
are at most three to five spiral turns, we have used five harmonics, although our results
converged after three harmonics. The degree of banding and thus the evolutionary stage of the
cyclone can thus be described.
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Particular of Candidate
and Model image

PCA of Candidate image

PCA of model image

The principal component
of the candidate image
Andrew 2 and the model
image EIR(T 1.5) with 5
harmonics.

The principal component
of the candidate image
Emily and the model
image VIS (T1.5) with 5
harmonics.

FIGURE 4: Principal component of candidate images of Hurricanes Andrew and Emily and template images
with which they are matched.

EFDs are convenient and Fourier contour representations can be conveniently normalized and is
thus useful for the analysis of well defined 2D contours. Dvorak templates are widely used and
we have also used them as they capture the essence of the intensity patterns effectively. As
EFDs involve the use of many coefficients, PCA is used to reduce the dimensionality. In the
earlier attempt [33] we had used 20 harmonics in the PCAbased classification , but because there
are at most three to five spiral turns, we have used five harmonics, although our results
converged after three harmonics. The degree of banding and thus the evolutionary stage of the
cyclone can thus be described.
5.2 Future Work
Future work will heve to focus on a clear extraction of the eye and also try to integrate the
preprocessing stage with boundary extraction, chain coding, etc. and to automate the whole
process. This work will have to be extended to larger datasets in order to standardise the
technique for cyclone intensity prediction. Also, a more accurate registration scheme between the
SSHS scheme and Dvorak technique needs to be formulated and designed, in order to provide a
more accurate prediction technique. The methodology will also have to be improved to cater to
situations where the storm interacts with unfavourable environments such as land or wind shear.
The database to be used should also include complicated situations where there are several
cloud structures located within the disturbance, or when the shape of the cloud structures are
elongated.
One of the most challenging problems is to predict the cyclone formation at an early stage of
development, and hence, another long term goal is to incorporate cyclogenesis in this study.
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FIGURE 5: Data fitted with Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve.
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Abstract
Flexible cystoscopy is an examination that allows physicians to look inside the bladder. In flexible
cystoscopy, beginner physicians tend to lose track of the observation due to complex handling
patterns of a flexible cystoscope and poor characteristics of the bladder. In this paper, as a
diagnostic support tool for beginner physicians in flexible cystoscopy, we propose a system for
tracking the observation using cystoscopic images. Our system discriminates three handling
patterns of a flexible cystoscope, namely bending, rotation, or insertion. To discriminate the
handling patterns accurately, we propose to use the degree of bending, rotation, or insertion as
features for the discrimination as well as ZNCC-based optical flows. These features are learned
by a Random Forest classifier. The classifier discriminates sequential handling patterns of the
cystoscope by a time-series analysis. Experimental results on ten videos obtained in flexible
cystoscopy show that each of the three handling patterns were correctly discriminated over 90%
in average. In addition, we reproduced the observation in a virtual bladder we propose.
Keywords: Flexible Cystoscopy, Position Tracking, Optical Flow, Zero-mean Normalized CrossCorrelation, Handling Pattern.

1. INTRODUCTION
With increase of aged people in the world, incidents of bladder disease are gradually
increasing[1]. Bladder disease can be detected in cystoscopy or non-invasive examinations such
as blood test, MRI, CT, PET, and ultrasonography. The non-invasive examinations are painless
and less stressful. However, it is still difficult to detect tiny legions in a non-invasive imaging
examination[2]. Cystoscopy is conducted when a lesion found in a non-invasive imaging
examination or sever symptoms are appeared in a patient. Cystoscopy enables physicians to look
inside the bladder to confirm a patient's legion directly. There are two types of cystoscopes,
namely rigid and flexible. The examination with the latter one is less painful and is used widely. In
this paper, we deal the examination with flexible cystoscope.
In flexible cystoscopy, images of the bladder are obtained from a camera embedded in the tip of
flexible cystoscope and displayed in the monitor. However, there are three major difficulties for
physicians to check the whole inner of the bladder completely. First, since the bladder has similar
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shape and color, sometimes beginner physicians lose track of the observation. Second,
cystoscopic images are sometimes unclear due to halation. Third, it requires some experiments
to control flexible cystoscope properly due to complex handling patterns of the equipment.
As a diagnostic support tool for beginner physicians in flexible cystoscopy, this paper presents a
system for tracking the observation. To achieve the objective, it is considered to attach
acceleration sensors or location sensors to a flexible cystoscope. In that case, it is necessary to
obtain an approval for usage of the cystoscope according to the pharmaceutical low, as well as to
buy the cystoscope which would be at least 10,000$. Another approach to track the observation
in cystoscopy is mapping observed regions in a 3D space. As a representative 3D tracking
system, Choi et al. proposed a robust segment-based object tracking system that uses the
backside of a car image[3]. Their system measures depth information by calculating the
enlargement factor of a target region. Ramisa et al. proposed to measure the distance between a
single camera and a person[4]. However, since cystoscopic images are significantly unclear than
the car image and human image, existing algorithms for 3D tracking[3, 4] could not be applied to
cystoscopic images.
In this paper, we propose to discriminate the handling patterns of a flexible cystoscope. First, the
proposed system extracts ZNCC-based optical flows[5] from cystoscopic images as features for
estimating the handling patterns. Next, various features including the ZNCC-based optical flows
are learned by a Random Forest classifier[6]. The classifier discriminates sequential handling
patterns of the cystoscope by a time-series analysis. Finally, the observation in flexible
cystoscopy is reproduced in a virtual 3D bladder we propose.
In section 2, we will introduce the process of flexible cystoscopy. In section 3, we will explain the
proposed system. In section 4, we will examine the performance of the proposed system
regarding the accuracy in estimating the handling patterns and tracking the observation in the
virtual bladder.

2. FLEXIBLE CYSTOSCOPY
The human bladder is a hollow and balloon shaped organ that is broadly distinguished into seven
regions; trigone, neck, left side wall, right side wall, posterior wall, dome, and anterior wall. Figure
1 shows images of the bladder. From the figure, we could perceive the images except neck are
similar to each other. In addition, sometimes cystoscopic images are noisy due to halation which
often occurs when the cystoscope is close to the bladder wall.
The flexible cystoscopy is conducted by a physician as below.
(1) The physician inserts a flexible cystoscope into a patient's urethra.
(2) The physician pushes the cystoscope slowly to the bladder.
(3) By adjusting the position of the cystoscope, the physician observes the whole inner of the
bladder.
(4) The physician pulls the cystoscope after checking all the regions.
Figure 2 shows three handling patterns of the cystoscope to adjust the position of the cystoscope
in step (3). The problem in this examination is that a beginner physician in the step (4) is
sometimes unsure that all the regions were completely observed. Since oversight of severe
legion would cause fatal case, diagnostic support tools for beginner physicians in flexible
cystoscopy have been required.
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3. PROPOSED SYSTEM
3.1 Overview
As mentioned in Sec. 2, the bladder can be distinguished into seven regions. However, the
definitive region of each part is not defined. Considering a normal bladder, we construct a sphere
bladder model which has seven regions. Figure 3 shows the virtual bladder we propose. And,
Table 1 shows definitions of each region for the virtual bladder, which determined by an expert
physician in flexible cystoscopy.
3.2 Preprocessing
Figure 4 shows the interface for a flexible cystoscopy. In the proposed system, first, ROI (Region
of Interest) is set on the rectangle in the interface. The size of ROI is 300 pixel × 300 pixel. Next,
Figure 5 (b) shows the cystoscopic image applied 8-bit gray scale transformation to Figure 5 (a).
And,

posterior wall

trigone

neck

left side wall

right side wall

dome

anterior wall

FIGURE 1: Example of Images Obtained from a Flexible Cystoscope.
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FIGURE 2: Three Handling Patterns of a Flexible Cystoscope.

Figure 5 (c) shows the image applied the histogram stretching to Figure 5 (b). Finally, Figure 5 (d)
shows the image applied the selective local averaging to Figure 5 (c). Compared with Figure 5
(b), we could perceive that blood vessels are enhanced in the images of Figure 5 (d).
3.3 Extraction of Optical Flows
Approaches of well-known object tracking can be distinguished into gradient method and block
matching method. Gradient method is effective on videos where target objects move slowly[7].

FIGURE 3: 3D Virtual Bladder We Propose.
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Bladder region

Definition

Dome
Bladder neck
Trigone

More than lat. 70 degrees S, excluding the trigone defined below.
More than lat. 70 degrees S, excluding the trigone defined below.
Triangle part is surrounded with lat. 45 degrees S, a parallel of lines of
longitude of long. 60 degrees E / long. 60 degrees W.
The quadrangle surrounded with a parallel of lat. 60 degrees N/ lat. 70
degrees S, a line of longitude of long. 60 degrees E/ long. 60 degrees W.
The quadrangle surrounded with a parallel of lat. 60 degrees N/ lat. 70
degrees S, a line of longitude of long. 120 degrees E/ long. 120 degrees
W.
The reminded region in the east side.
The reminded region in the west side.

Posterior wall
Anterior wall

Right side wall
Left side wall

TABLE 1: Definition of the Virtual Bladder Map.

Meanwhile, block matching method is robust to quick movement of target objects, sudden
illumination changes, and noises. Since cystoscopic images are often unclear due to noises such
as halation and focus error, the proposed method applies the block matching[8]. As a robust
method to measure the movements of a flexible cystoscope, the proposed method extracts
ZNCC-based optical flows from consecutive cystoscopic images. In ZNCC (Zero-mean
Normalized Cross-Correlation), an image is divided into A × B blocks and optical flows are
extracted from each block by the following formula
N

M

−

−

∑∑ ( I (i, j ) − I )(T (i, j ) − T )
RZNCC =

i =1 j =1
N

M

N

−

M

(1)
−

∑∑ ( I (i, j) − I ) × ∑∑ (T (i, j) − T )
2

i =1 j =1

2

i =1 j =1

where I (i, j) is the pixel value at ith row and jth column in the template image, T (i, j) is the pixel
value at ith row and jth column in the target image, N is the search range towards x axis, and M is

FIGURE 4: Interface for the Examination with a Flexible Cystoscope.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIGURE 5: Preprocessing for the Enhancement of Blood Vessels.

Handling pattern
rotation
bending
insertion

left
up
push

right
down
pull

neutral
neutral
neutral

TABLE 2: Handling Patterns of Flexible Cystoscope.

the search range towards y axis. As an algorithm of ZNCC, the proposed system uses the one
proposed by Yoo and Han[5].
3.4 Discrimination of Handling Patterns for a Flexible Cystoscope
Table 2 shows handling techniques of the flexible cystoscope. From the table, we can find that
the combination of the handling techniques is up to 27 patterns. And, figure 6 shows an example
of optical flows obtained by rotation (a) and insertion (b) when the cystoscope is 90 degrees down
or zero degrees or 90 degrees up. From figure 6, we can find that the ZNCC-based optical flows
are depended on the degree of rotation and insertion.
We define three features that improve the discrimination of the handling patterns as below
t

Rott = ∑ Ri

(2)

i =1
t

Bend t = ∑ Bi

(3)

i =1
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FIGURE 6: Example of Optical Flows Obtained by Rotation (a) and Insertion (b).
t

Inst = ∑ I i

(4)

i =1

where Rott is the degree of rotation at tth frame, Ri is the handling pattern of rotation at ith frame
and returns 1 when Ri=left, -1 when Ri=right, and 0 when Ri=neutral. Similarly, Bendt is the
degree of bending at tth frame, Bi is the handling pattern of bending at ith frame and returns 1
when Bi=up, -1 when Bi=down, and 0 when Bi=neutral, and Inst is the degree of insertion at tth
frame, Ii is the handling pattern of insertion at ith frame and returns 1 when Ii=push, -1 when
Ii=pull, and 0 when Ii=neutral.
Thus, the proposed system extracts features as A × B optical flows, Rott, Bendt, and Inst from a
cystoscopic image. By feeding all the features, a RF (random forest) classifier discriminates the
27 handling patterns frame by frame. RF is a noise-robust classification algorithm proposed by
Breiman.
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FIGURE 7: Selection of consecutive k frames whose prediction probabilities are similar to those of ft (k=5).

3.5 Discrimination of Sequential Handling Patterns for a Flexible Cystoscope
In flexible cystoscopy, the same handling pattern would last for several frames. Hence, in a case
that the discriminate handling for a frame ft is different from the one for ft-1 and ft+1, ft is expected
to be another handling pattern. Considering the case, we propose to correct the handling pattern
for ft. Figure 7 shows a process to discriminate sequential k frames, where k = 5 is configured in
this case. The sequential k frames are determined by the following steps.
(1) Select the sequential k frames from ft-k+α to ft-1+α (Initially, α = 0).
(2) Calculate a similarity of the class prediction probabilities for each frame.
(3) α = α + 1 if α < k and go back to step (1).
(4) Determine the k frames when the similarity in step (2) is maximum.
And then, the similarity Simt is calculated by the following formula
27

Simt [α ] = ∑ | aprobt [ j ] − probt [ j ] |

(5)

j =1

where probt[j] is the class prediction probability of ft for jth handling pattern, aprobt[j] is the
average class prediction probability of selected k frames for jth handling pattern. Thus, the
proposed method selects k frames whose average class prediction probability are similar to that
of ft. And then, the discriminated handling pattern for ft is replaced by the jth handling pattern
where aprobt[j] becomes maximal in k frames.
Next, regarding fnum as the number of replaced handling patterns (fnum=1,2,3...,k-1), fnum is
increased in 1 by 1 (fnum is 1 in the initial step above). Then, regarding k as k', k' is set as k-fnum+1.
Note that the replacement of k' frames is conducted when the following term is fulfilled.

PB

>

PA

(6)

where PB is the average class prediction probability for a handling pattern B in k' frames and PA is
the average class prediction probability for a handling pattern A in k' frames. These terms can
prevent a case that the handling pattern of the correct sequential k' frames is replaced to
incorrect one. The method above can be applied to frames before ft when the discrimination of
the handling pattern for t+k frames is finished.

4. PROPOSED SYSTEM
4.1 Experimental Environment
We applied the proposed system to ten videos of flexible cystoscopy at the Kanazawa University
Hospital in Japan. All the examinations were conducted by an expect physician. The flexible
cystoscope used in the examinations is OLYMPUS CYF TYPE VA2. Regarding the videos, the
format is AVI (24-bit color), the frame rate is 29.97 fps, and the average length is 115 seconds.
Each of the videos was cut manually as they start from the scene that the image of the bladder
wall appears at the first time to the scene that the image of the urethra appears at the first time
after the start scene. T evaluate the performance of the proposed system, by observing the
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videos, the expert physician judged the handling patterns frame by frame. Then, a RF (Random
Forest) classifier discriminated the handling patterns. The accuracy of estimating the handling
patterns is evaluated by 10-fold cross validation[9] as below.
(1) Choose the first 1000 frames in each of the ten videos.
(2) Extract ZNCC-based optical flows and Rott, Bendt, and Inst (refer to Sec. 3.4) from each
of the 1000 frames.
Handling pattern

Number of frames

neutral
left
right
up
down
push
right

proposed method

Base line

877
1049
932
741
1214
801
932

70.6%
81.0%
82.1%
83.3%
82.0%
76.0%
82.1%

93.2%
94.5%
93.4%
95.0%
96.2%
94.6%
93.4%

TABLE 3: Average correct rate for each of the handling patterns. base line is the case that only
ZNCC-based optical flows were learned by the Random Forest classifier.

No.

1

2

3

4

5

Cr
Fr

54.9%
6.4%

81.9%
2.6%

91.6%
1.2%

91.2%
1.3%

62.5%
5.4%

No.

6

7

8

9

10

Cr
Fr

83.5%
2.4%

84.1%
2.3%

82.9%
2.4%

92.1%
1.1%

90.4%
1.4%

TABLE 4: Parameter Cr and Fr obtained in the Experiment.

(3) Choose the 1000 frames in one of the videos as test data and the other 9000 frames as
training data.
(4) RF learns the training data.
(5) RF discriminates the handling patterns frame by frame in the test data.
(6) Sequential handling patterns of the cystoscope are discriminated by the time series
analysis described in Sec. 3.5.
(7) Repeat the procedure from (3) until all the 1000 frames are selected as test data.
4.2 Results
First, we discriminated the handling patterns of the flexible cystoscope in each of the 1000 frames.
Table 3 shows the average correct rate in the discrimination. In this experiment, parameters for
the Random Forest classifier were optimized, namely the number of the trees was configured as
525. As the table shows, the proposed method outperforms base line.
Next, we reproduced each of the cystoscopic examinations in the virtual bladder defined in Sec.
3.1. In each examination, observed regions were painted on the virtual bladder. To evaluate the
performance of reproducing the observation, we assume that the physician could not observe one
of the whole regions. Such a region is called as target region in the rest of this paper. For
example, suppose that the physician could not observe trigone, the region of trigone in the virtual
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bladder is unpainted ideally and the other regions are painted. Here, we define Cr as the
percentage of the unpainted area in the target region and Fr as the percentage of the painted
area in the other region. Therefore, the ideal Cr is 100% and the ideal Fr is 0%. Table 4 shows
the average Cr and Fr for each of the video. From the table, we can find that Cr has been more
than 80% except the video No.1 and No.5.
4.3 Failure Cases
In Table 4, both of Cr and Fr for the video No.1 has been the worst among all the videos.
Observing the video, we could find that bladder stones were floating around trigone. Figure 8
shows the stones marked in circle. In 114 frames, although the camera was being stopped, the
block-matching method detected movement of the stones and the proposed system incorrectly
judged the handling patterns in the 114 frames as left or insertion. The bladder stones are
sometimes observed in cystoscopy. Therefore, we need to detect the white stones as noise. In
Figure 8, average density of the stones in areas of each circle has been 223.4 (standard
deviation is 15.9) while average density of all the 64072 frames in ten videos is 124.9. The
densities above were

FIGURE 8: Bladder Stones Appeared Around Trigone in the Video No.1.

FIGURE 9: One of the Images where Halation Observed in the Video No.5.

measured from the original images obtained from the cystoscope. Hence, areas of the bladder
stones in each image would be extracted using the density distributions of the whole image.
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In Table 4, Cr and Fr for the video No.5 has been the second worst among all the videos.
Observing the video No.5, we could find that halation lasted for 125 consecutive frames. Figure 9
shows an image of the halation. Since the halation covered overall area in each image, the blockmatching method could not extract movement of the flexible cystoscope. Hence, in the case when
handling patterns are judged incorrectly due to the halation, it is necessary to discriminate the
handling patterns from handling patterns in other frames.
4.4 Future Works
From the experimental results shown in Sec. 4.2, this paper has indicated that our proposed
system can be used as a trainer for beginner physicians. Although cystoscopic images are
significantly unclear compared with images used in related works [3, 4, 10], it is seen that the
proposed system works well on tracking the observation in a flexible cystoscopy. However,
sometimes the tracking would fail due to the failure cases described in Sec. 4.3. In such case, it is
necessary to estimate the actual position according to landmarks placed in the virtual bladder.
One of the ways for generating landmarks is the use of HOG (Histogram of Oriented Gradients)
which is robust against rotation and size difference. In addition, we would like to correct turbulent
flows obtained from noisy images.

5. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a system of tracking the observation in flexible cystoscopy. The
proposed system discriminates three handling patterns of flexible cystoscope. To achieve this
objective accurately, we proposed to extract ZNCC-based optical flows and three features that nd
the represent the degree of the handling patterns from cystoscopic images. In addition, we
proposed to discriminate sequential handling patterns of the flexible cystoscope. Experimental
results using ten videos have shown the average correct ratio of the three handling patterns has
been at least 90%. We also reproduced the observation in a flexible cystoscopy in a virtual 3D
bladder we constructed.
Considering the failure cases for tracking the observation, we need to estimate the actual position
in case of the tracking failure and correct turbulent flows obtained from cystoscopic images where
bladder stones are floating and halation is happened. Besides, we would like to estimate the
shape and size of the bladder using CT or MRI images.
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